WALTER R. SMITH  
For Complete Tropical and Coldwater Aquaria
80 VARIETIES OF TROPICAL AND COLDWATER FISH USUALLY IN STOCK
70 Chromium Plated Tanks of Fish on view
DISTRIBUTOR OF—
• McLynn’s Fish Food
• ES-ES Products
• Electrical and General
• Water Life, Aquarist and Ditchfield’s Booklets
• Rejectors, Sedijets and Maintenance Equipment
• Procter and Fairy Pumps
• Constat Thermostats
• Aquapern and Colorfern Products
• Hyflo Products
• Liverine Products
• Stokes Fountains
• Windmill Products
• Rock, Gravel and Strata Rock Work
• Students’ Microscopes
• All Feeding and Aerating Appliances
• Mercury, Spirit and Dumpy Thermometers
• Stuart Turner Water Pumps
• Zoobeko Pumps
• Vi-Fit Fish Food
• Black Magic Glazing Compound
• Glasticon ‘30’ Aquarium Sealer

HYKRO HYKRO
HYKRO FISH FOODS
The best in the World. Have stood the test of time
Keep your tanks crystal clear with
HYKRO FILTERS
These are of sound construction and highly efficient. Thousands in use and again and again have stood the test of time.

Hykro three-in-one BREEDING TRAPS, FEEDING RINGS etc. are on sale at all the leading Retailers.

JOE GRASSBY, F.R.H.S.
‘The Glen’ Fisheries, Mobberley,
Nr. Knutsford, Cheshire

Ask for, and insist on, ‘ELITE’ brands of fish food. Why? Just because your fishes want the very best, in nutritious qualities, in what is appetizing, in what is in very fact, ‘ELITE’. The very cream of all fish foods. From here at 2s. 6d. per tin, and the large grain coldwater fish food, (Blue Label) at 2s. 6d. per large tin. All post-paid. Dealers get this superb food, from the best of the wholesalers. There is, and never has been any cereal, in any shape, in the ‘Tropical’ fish foods made by me. There is a little, for bodybuilding purposes in the ‘Coldwater’ types.

Business by post only—S.A.E. always for enquires

ARTHUR DERHAM
23 QUEENS AVENUE, WATFORD, HERTFORDSHIRE

Telephone: WATFORD 21708

Page Price List Free on Application

WALTER R. SMITH
39 Tib Street and 16 Whittle Street
(Off Tib Street)
Manchester 4
Telephone: Deanegate 2941 and 1530
OUTSIDE FILTERS: Moulded of strong, clear polystyrene to fit all aquarium frames up to 1 inch wide.

"SLIM JIM": For tight quarters. The slimmest outside filter on the market. Popular self-starting type. Complete with removable partition, siphon, strainer and return stem. A quality filter for only 17s. 6d.

"KLEAR KING" 3-Compartment filter: Separate compartments for glass wool and charcoal. Removable partitions plus a larger siphon stem for faster recirculation and a clog-proof return stem that gives a steady, non-splash flow. Price 22s. 6d.

INTERNAL FILTERS
- BOTTOM FILTER: For filtering and aerating the tank. Handsomely styled. Unobtrusive and efficient. Price 9s. 6d.
- Ornamental ROCK FILTER: For ornamental filtration. Looks like a rock but is primarily an efficient filter and keeps tanks up to and including 10 gallons sparkling clean. Price 17s. 6d.

TRAPS
- 5-WAY CONVERTIBLE TANK TRAP: The most versatile trap available. Can be used for breeding 1 or 2 livebearers, as a rod trap for breeding egg-layers or as a self-cleaning display tank for 1 or 2 Bettas. Price 28s. 6d.

These popular and well-tried products are made by GRO-WEL FISH-ADE CO. INC., U.S.A. and distributed in Great Britain by THE LIQUIFRY CO. LTD.

CHURCH STREET, DORKING, SURREY

Obtainable through your dealer or post free from The Liquifry Co. Ltd.
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10,000 DEAD FISH!
This was what a wholesaler recently lost through feeding contaminated live food. Use a food which has all the proteins and vitamins contained in live food, but nothing which will harm your fish.
Feed your fish with
"HOBBY MIXED FOODS"
The best there is!
PRICE 2/- per packet

HALAMID
We cannot quote all the testimonials we have received. Sufficient to say that it is a certain cure for white-spot, fungus ... and algae!
PRICE 2/6 each

INFUSYL
ESSENTIAL TO ALL BREEDERS!
Drop a tablet into the aquarium and within an hour the infusoria appears. Not a substitute; this produces real infusoria.
PER VIAL
of TEN TABLETS 2/6

The
"SILENTA DE LUXE"
One of the most powerful pumps available. Internal filter prevents dust and impurities from entering aquaria. Built-in magnet giving tremendous power. Long flex with plug attached. Six months written guarantee (including diaphragm.)
PRICE 55/- each

Ask at your usual aquarist shop
in case of difficulty write to
HILLSIDE AQUATICS
44, WOODBERRY WAY, N. FINCHLEY, N.12
Telephone : Hillside 5430
Members of the Pet Trade Association Ltd.
COMPLETE AQUATIC SUPPLIES

★ HEALTHY FISHES
★ ALL LATEST EQUIPMENT
★ MANY VARIETIES OF PLANTS

Aquarium Equipment
HEATER 25-150w
Paraffin: Little Wizard 6/6
ES-ES Paddle 6/6
ES-ES Sunk 6/6
Postage 1/-

“UNO” THERMOSTATS
Popular 8/6
Popular with Alarm 12/6
Rapid Start 10/6
ES-ES Model 36/6
Constant 24/6
Junior 21/6

Postage 1/-

VIBRATOR AERATORS
Monsoon Mist 21/6
Monsoon M-1 24/6
Brenton Hurricane 6/6
Progress Henry Davis 6/6
Airator 28/6
Fury 27/6

Postage 1/-

PISTON PUMPS
Hiro’s Junior 10/6
Hiro’s 170 14/6
Hiro’s 178 16/6

AMERICAN TERRAPINS
Baby Red-Eared Green Terrapins, easy to keep 7 1/2 each or 12 1/4 pair (Carriage 1/4)

SPECIAL TERRAPIN BOWL
Complete with food, sand, poles and instructions 6/6

Postage 1/-

TROPICAL PLANTS
Madagascar 18 1/6 each
Lace Plants 10 1/6 each
Antilles 6 1/6 each
Red Lobelia 6 1/6 each
Hypotricha 6 1/6 each
Brown Algae 6 1/6 each
Giant Watermoss 2 1/2 each
Cryptostegia, Assorted 2 1/6 each
Add 1/2 for packing and postage.

NEW FROM C.S.A.
BREEDING TANK-TRAP
(Clear Polystyrene) £2 6/6 Postage 1/6

BABY ALLIGATORS
6 in. to 8 in. long, easy to keep and feeding well. 30 6/6 each

MANY PLANTS

TROPICAL FISHES
BELOW IS A SELECTION OF FISHES FROM OUR STOCK OF OVER 70 SPECIES

Angelfish 6/6
Woulsak 6/6
Flames 6/6
Bengal 6/6
Black Angelfish 6/6
Panda Catfish 6/6
Spider Catfish 6/6
Rondeletia 6/6
Redfish 6/6
Red Tetra 6/6
Rainbow Tetra 6/6
Pond Fish 6/6
Pleco’s 6/6
Archosoma 6/6

MANY, MANY OTHERS

THE AMAZING NEW JUNIOR HY-FLO

THE ONLY COMPLETELY SILENT AIR PUMP FULLY GUARANTEED

ES-7-6

GLAZED AQUARIUMS
Light Gauge
< 10 6/6 each
10 - 12 6/6 each
12 - 15 6/6 each
15 - 18 6/6 each
18 - 20 6/6 each
20 - 24 6/6 each
24 - 30 6/6 each

Carriage at cost

THE SEDIJET
ALWAYS HAVE A CLEAN TANK WITH OUR VACUUM TYPE CLEANER
8/- each

HAND BELLOWS
EXTRA 6/-

OR 16/- COMPLETE

PARAMOUNT AQUARIUM
95 HAVERSTOCK HILL, HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.3

Four minutes from Bellevue Park Underground Station
Open All Day Saturday
Telephone: PRI 1842
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Testimonials prove that

**IT PAYS TO BUY WINDMILL PRODUCTS**

- **"WINDMILL" HAND REJECTOR AQUARIUM CLEANER**
  Complete with Hand Bellows
  15/- each

- **"REGEN" INSIDE FILTER**
  Designed for easy cleaning
  10/- each

- **"WINDMILL" AIR REJECTOR CLEANER**
  will work connected to any make of Aerator
  10/- each

- **"WINDMILL" BREEDING TRAPS**
  Beautifully Designed and Constructed
  15/- each

**Tried, Proven and Tested**

**THE ORIGINAL**

**PREMIER BIOLOGICAL FILTER**

- **It is unique. It is reliable. It is unseen**
- **It is nature's own method of filtration**
- **It is permanent. It needs no attention**

**They are saying . . . . . .**

1. **BETTER CIRCULATION.** The Premier Biological Filter collects water from the bottom and recirculates it, thus preventing cold spots—in tanks fitted with this filter fry will even feed at gravel level.

2. **HEAT ECONOMY**—the action of the Premier Biological Filter gives a continuous circulation of heat and thus provides the desired temperature evenly throughout the aquarium, saving of current costs is noticeable.

3. **PLANT GROWTH**—in tanks fitted with the Premier Biological Filter plant growth has been more healthy—plant roots do not rot away.

4. **WATER CLARITY**—tanks are kept suspension free, always crystal clear water. The Premier Biological Filter continually filters and purifies the water.

5. **NO MESS**—filter mediums are not required for use with The Premier Biological Filter, saving need for replacement, provides a cleaner job and saves money spent on filter mediums. Completely eliminates need for siphoning and prevents black gravel, disposes of sediment where it settles.

6. **NEATNESS.** The Premier Biological Filter is fitted underneath the gravel, only the air lift is visible. Can be worked by even the smallest of vibration aerators. Once installed can be left for years—will not clog up. Suitable for both cold water and tropical aquariums.

Made for 18" tanks at 12/6 each. 24" tanks at 15/- each. Other size tanks see fitting chart of filter box.

Pamphlet willingly sent on receipt of 3d. postage

**WINDMILL PRODUCTS**

244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1

Telephone: Victoria 5179

**THE AQUARIST**
Aquaria by QUEENSBOROUGH

October, 1960
PET-ANIMAL keeping is often said to be a national characteristic of the British. It certainly seems true that we have strongly developed within us a further urge to make a living from the animals that command our interest. Perhaps it is only another example of supply looking after demand, but we know from enquiries received that ideas of throwing aside the cares of the office or of shedding the worries of the factory work-bench and settling down to winning a plentiful supply of bread by breeding and selling fishes appeal greatly to many aquarists. We are usually chary of giving encouragement to such would-be professionals because, of all the methods recognised as efficient for the rapid dissemination of a tyro’s capital, dealing in livestock comes high on the list.

However, even in this sphere successes are sometimes recorded. One such success story that we heard of recently came from Victoria in Australia, where Mr. Franz Wucherpfennig has turned 25 acres of swampy land at Boolarra into a prosperous fish farm. Mr. Wucherpfennig went to Australia from Hamburg 8 years ago and worked there first as a foreman bricklayer. He built a garden pond for a hobby and then found that there was a ready market for the young goldfish that his pond produced. Over the course of 3 or 4 years he increased the number and size of his ponds in his time off from his other work and developed his fish business. To-day he has 50 stocked ponds and a large fish house used for breeding tropical fishes, and he claims to be able to produce his stock at prices lower than those at which fishes can be imported into Australia from Hong Kong or Singapore.

Some features of the story are worthy of special note by anyone who is thinking of turning his hobby into a full-time business and who is heartened by this tale. These are that it is prudent to make the change gradually rather than to risk losing all at the outset, and, of course, that we do not have here the climate that Australia enjoys!
Dwarf Plants for Tropical Aquaria

by C. D. Sculthorpe

(Photographs by the author)

A GREAT variety of dwarf species of aquatic plants is available to the aquarist for interrupting the monotony of the horizontal lines of rock strata, for establishing a contrast with the more common, taller plants and for general use in the foreground of an aquarium. Young specimens of the larger species may also be used to achieve the same effects, but the results are not natural. In previous articles I have discussed dwarf species of Marsilea, Plagiorhegma, Gymnogontis, Isocoma, Littorella, Hydrocotyle and Eichhornia, and I now wish to give some account of tropical genera which contain species with similar low-growing habits.

The family Araceae, much exploited by aquarists, contains, amongst others, the three genera Anubias, Anubias and Cryptocoryne. Anubias barteri var. pusilla (Nees) H. B. Schultes is an aquatic plant of the Javaese Java, Anubias barteri Brandege. Both the main species and its varieties are naturally bog plants which survive for long periods when growing submerged in cool or warm water. From the sloping rhizome of the dwarf rush, leaves are produced on each side of the growing point, giving rise to the fan-like growth habit. Each leaf is linear, tapering to a fine point, and has sharp margins and a tough texture. The rhizome, which should be partially buried when the variety is planted, is yellowish to reddish-brown, whereas the leaves are bright green. The clusters of leaves usually grow to a height of no more than 2 to 3 inches, and the plant is therefore admirably suited to a foreground position in the aquarium.

The adventitious roots produced by the rhizome are quite long and there is no difficulty in anchoring the plant, even in very coarse gravel.

Anubias nana Engler, from tropical Africa, is a beautiful dwarf plant which is unfortunately rarely available. It is similar to almost all the other anubias in being a bog species, and when transferred to an aquarium it frequently loses most of its tough, glabrous leaves. Once established, however, it will grow steadily and although slowly, for several years, requiring very little attention. From the stout, almost vertical rhizome the leaves rise to a height of 3 to 6 inches. The blade of the leaf is usually 2 to 3 inches long and 3 to 1 inch wide, and is lanceolate to oval, tapering at the base and pointed at the tip. The dark-green blade is horizontally on the petiole in a manner similar to that shown by the leaves of the small form of Cryptocoryne wendtii. The inflorescence is a thick, greenish, persistent spathe and an erect spadix bearing the sessile, unisexual flowers. Since the plant flowers infrequently and viable seeds are not always formed, the usual method of propagation is to divide the rhizome, although the slow growth renders this difficult. The species tolerates very high temperatures but does not require intense illumination.

There are some six or seven species of Cryptocoryne which have a naturally dwarf habit and are therefore available for ground plants. A few of them are of recent introduction to the commercial supplies of Europe. All of them are perennial, semi-submerged species from Asiatic countries near the equator. One species, which is thought to be of Indonesian origin, is available under the possibly incorrect name, Cryptocoryne "jimbab". Resembling other species of the genus in its elongated, underground rhizome it has distinctive brilliant-green foliage reaching a maximum height of about 5 to 6 inches. Each blade, borne on a slightly slender petiole, is roughly triangular in shape and is one-half to one-third of the length of the petiole. From the pointed tip the blade widens almost to the base, where it narrows abruptly, forming a distinct small lobe, which is often curled at an angle different from the plane of the rest of the leaf, on each side of the petiole. This species has the fast growth rate of others, such as C. affinis, but seems to be tolerant of temperatures from about 68°F to 84°F or more.

Cryptocoryne laicaudata Ashtin seems to be a rather variable species, broadly resembling C. beckettii Thiaw and ex Trimen in morphology. It does not usually reach a comparably small size, however, and specimens frequently grow no higher than 3 to 4 inches, although this is not always the maximum. The species therefore has some use as a dwarf plant. Described by A. H. G. Ashtin in 1931, and introduced to European aquarists several years ago, C. laicaudata differs from C. beckettii in some or all of the following respects: the leaves are often broader and therefore more obviously heart-shaped and usually have slightly ribbed, or minutely indented, margins. The apex of the spadix of the inflorescence is longitudinally furled and bends over backwards, whereas the base of the spathe is more slender than that of C. beckettii. Though variable in colour the leaves are darker green and without the fairly distinctive olive shade of C. beckettii.

Cryptocoryne wendtii Trimen resembles C. laicaudata only in originating from Ceylon. It is a species inhabiting damp lowlands and was discovered by Neville and described by Trimen in 1898. Two forms, tall and dwarf, are available in commercial stocks. Dwarf plants have bright-green foliage with a rapid growth rate but not quite reaching a height of about 3 inches. The blades are horizontal, as was noted for Anubias nana, and lanceolate, tapering to a very fine point. This plant, which is still sold by many traders as C. beckettii, blooms quite frequently when cultured in damp, rich soil in a very humid atmosphere at a temperature of 70°F to 75°F. The spadix of the inflorescence reaches a height of 2 to 3 inches and is white or flesh-coloured near the base, light pink higher up and dark purple at the top, around the opening. At its base the spathe bears a short, violet, spade-shaped bract. It has recently been shown, by Dr. R. A. H. Legro at the University of Agriculture in Wageningen, that C. wendtii is a "short-day" plant; for specimens to bloom, when grown under natural illumination, the daily period of exposure to light must be 12 hours or less.

A third dwarf Sinhalese species which was collected from the rain-forests by H. H. Kendall Thiaw and, Director of the Peradeniya Botanic Garden from 1857 to 1880, and which has recently become readily available in Europe, is Cryptocoryne schottii Schott. This species forms a distinctive rosette of leaves arising from the stout rhizome to a height of 4 to 6 inches. Young leaves are lanceolate and smooth-edged but more mature leaves are broad, oval and narrowly heart-shaped at the base. The blade is from 2 to 3 inches long and its margins are finely or coarsely toothed. When the plant is grown submerged the leaves become
Left to right: a young specimen of Acorus gramineus, Acorus gramineus var. pusillus and a young specimen of Cryptocoryne spicata.

Hair grass (Eleocharis acicularis).

New species of Cryptocoryne at present known as Cryptocoryne spicata.

Unidentified low-growing species of Cryptocoryne.

Nuphar pumilum.

Water rose (Nymphoides flexilis).
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bronze-green to brownish-purple, and their upper surfaces are often mottled with dark brown or purple. C. shrattii is a slow grower and produces few stolons, which must not be separated from the parent rosette until the young plants are very well established. Flowers are formed only rarely; the spathes are lilac-pink externally and speckled with bluish-violet internally.

One of the only two species of Cryptocoryne known to inhabit New Guinea is the dwarf C. verrucosa Engler, which was found by G. M. Versteeg on the Lorentz River in 1947. Seldom obtainable in European countries, this species does not usually grow higher than 4 or 5 inches. The leaves are triangular and rather thick and fleshy, the blades being a glossy green above. Slight undulations of the blade’s margins are sometimes present, purple or brown markings never. The spathes of the flower is white, tinged with purple near the base, deep yellow towards the apex, the margin of the opening being purplish-brown and wavy in appearance.

Grown in moist, tropical swamp conditions, on wet loamy soils, C. verrucosa produces subterranean stolons and blooms during the winter months. Though it is an attractive and unusual species its rate of growth in tropical aquaria is variable and it may produce very few new leaves.

Professor H. C. D. de Wit, of the University of Agriculture at Wageningen, has recently described another Asiatic species, Cryptocoryne sundri de Wit, which has a low-growing habit. Attaining a height of 4 to 6 inches, the leaves become broadly lanceolate, with indented margins and occasional dorsal striations. Each blade appears as a narrow spear-head as a result of the pointed tip and abrupt base, which is straight, at right angles to the petiolar axis. The coloration of the leaves varies from a plain green to a brownish green. An unidentified species, available from a Midland nursery as Cryptocoryne spec. no. 7, is another Sinhalese species suited to a foreground position in the tropical aquarium. Reaching a height of 3 to 4 inches, the leaves are an attractive yellowish to reddish brown with a reddish anthocyanin pigmentation on the under surface. The shape of the leaves is linear to lanceolate, sometimes, but not always tapering at the base as well as at the tip. Both this and the foregoing species are easily cultivated but are unfortunately in short supply.

Specimen of water rose growing in the foreground of a tropical aquarium

Hair grass, Eleocharis acicularis (L.) Roemer et Schultes, forms thicker of very narrow, cylindrical stems and grows, in tropical aquaria, to a height of about 3 to 8 inches. New plants are produced at the nodes of slender stolons which creep along, or just below, the surface of the substratum; the species spreads very rapidly in clear water and a fine compost. When first planted in the aquarium it should be given a sandy compost in which the frill roots can easily anchor themselves, for in a coarse-gravel medium it is apt to be uprooted by bottom-feeding fishes. The predominantly vertical growth of the species gives it great value in relieving the horizontal lines of rock strata.

Rhacodorus temellus (Martius) Buchenau, the pygmy chain sword-plant, which is still sold as Sagittaria microphylla by some traders, is a dwarf, rapidly growing, rosette plant suited to warm water. New rosettes of the tiny, pointed, green leaves are formed at the nodes of horizontal runners from the parent plants. Once established this species soon forms a dense carpet on the aquarium bed.

Most species of the genera Nymphoides, Nuphar and Nymphobolus are too large for the average cold-water or tropical aquarium, but there is one species, Nuphar palusium (Timm) de Candolle, one of several species commonly referred to as spatterdocks, which is sufficiently small to be useful in the foreground of an aquarium. Suitable for cool or warm water, the species grows from a stout rosette, the leaves spreading out so that their blades are exposed to the maximum illumination. The margins of the leaves are often flecked and the colour is a rich, translucent green. The species bears yellow surface flowers when it has reached maturity.

The water rose, Soweria floribunda Humboldt, Bonpland et Kunth, is a bog species of widespread distribution over the American continent. It forms compact rosettes of lanceolate to oval, pale-green leaves which are prominently veined; flowers arise only when the plant is growing semi-submerged with most of its foliage out of the water. The water rose grows profusely in almost any compost, reaching a height of about 4 inches and reproducing itself by offsets arising close to the crown of the rosette.

The water orchid is an uncommon specimen plant; the form usually grown in aquaria is probably a dwarf tropical variety of Spiranthus landiok. From the fleshy, tuberous roots, which are essential for the survival of the plant, there (Please turn to page 145)
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE GLASS

by PETER DENDY

GEORGE, the plecostomus, flicked his tail and moved his body over to a more tempting piece of algae. As he did so he touched his wife Maggie, and she turned her boot-button eyes towards him, taking hold of the edge of his mouth. George felt his wife's eyes upon him and stopped his grunting to say, "It's a filthy little Maggie, isn't it?" he said slowly, "and as for you, I am afraid I know something of the odd things that go on in the mouth when that round tube in the wall is not empty. The one you like to warm your mouth with, the one that brings much and killed Amos who was sleeping very late one night. It was nearly a day before the man animal who lives outside the glass went right down and usually disappeared altogether. If the man animal had been thinking about us as he should have done he would have been able to put things right much sooner and we should not have lost those pretty little neons who caught pneumonia and died.

George settled himself a bit more comfortably on the ground and raised a cloud of mucus and bits of dry food which swirled round his wife and made her cough. "Steady on George," she said reproachfully. "You know how this stuff gets into my throat and upsets me?"

"And that's another thing," said George, "all this muck brings about is quite unnecessary; you can't even turn over in bed at night without stirring it up. It may be all right for the angelfish and guppies, they swim about where the water is clear, but it is a bit hard on those of us who live near the bottom. Do you remember last year, when we first came here? It was very different then, all this muck was taken away every week by the pipe which moved over the ground and everything was always clean and bright. That was while we were on our honeymoon Maggie. They were wonderful days." George stopped to look fondly at his wife; the mucus was beginning to settle and he could just see her through the cloud.

"I can remember the good old days, too," said a wagtail plec who was swimming nearby and had overheard the conversation. "You're lucky, you know; things are much worse for me even if we do swim around in clearer water. At least you can find plenty of algae to eat round the place but the rest of us have to rely on the food that comes in from the top. In the good old days food used to arrive four or five a day, regular as you like and different at each meal, too. These used to be Daphnia and rotifers as well, which the angel fish particularly liked. Now, however, a dollop of any old thing comes once a day and not always every day either. When it does come it is usually too much to eat at once and a lot falls to the bottom and goes grey and smelly." The wagtail nodded to Maggie and made off to another part of the tank.

George thought about it all for a time and then went on talking to his wife. "You know, Wag and the others have more to put up with than we have, so perhaps we mustn't grumble too much. All the same I wish the brightness up top was on for regular periods each day. Sometimes it does not go on until late and last week it was on all night—most disturbing it was, too. Then there was that time a while back when the man animals in white coats came and painted the world outside the glass and everything was smelly for days afterwards."

"A molly lollipopped by and began to nibble at George's pet algae. Normally he would have chased her out of it, but now, his mind on other things, he called out to her. "Hey, Molly, do you remember the time we had the paint smell in the water?" "I'll say I do," the molly said. "I shall never forget it. That was when I lost my old man. He was not feeling too good at the time and the smell finished him off. It's lucky I've got some babies to remember him by, but I must say this is not the best sort of a place to bring up kids in. If it is not the smells from paint it is smells from that stuff used to kill off flies. As a matter of fact I think that is even worse, as it leaves a scum on the top of the water."

"I say Molly," said a young gourami, "do come and look at the pretty sparks in the round thing that hangs up near the tube with the silver thread in it," and the gourami started away excitedly followed by the molly. "Silly little thing," said George morosely. "It hasn't the sense to realise that the sparks mean that quite shortly it is going to get very cold again."

Suddenly there was a sharp crack which could be heard all over the tank, and the brightness up top went out. Slowly the temperature of the water dropped and the silver thread disappeared completely. The mollies and guppies swam about more and more slowly and one or two turned on their backs and died. With an effort George pushed himself close to his wife and touched her with his mouth. "This may be the end old thing," he whispered. "If only the man animal would remember that we have lives just like him and need care and attention, too, perhaps we could have gone on living for ages yet." George paused to gather his strength as it was really very cold by now, then said in a faint voice: "A little regular care and attention shouldn't have been too much to ask should it? After all he used to look after us well enough when we first came here, but that all seems so long ago—" George's voice trailed off into silence and his eyes closed.
Where to Site Tropical Aquaria

by B. POPLAND

Illustrated by the author

A WELL-KEPT aquarium, colourful and exotic, lends interest and beauty to any room. In most instances it will be found in a hall or lounge, possibly at one side of the chimney breast, but except for the occasional attempt to incorporate the aquarium into a bookcase, it will almost always be on an angle-iron stand. In most cases this will be quite attractive, either with wrought-iron embellishment or a lattice design for hanging plant pots on, but the aquarium in the home is invariably presented as a piece of furniture in a room rather than as a part of the room.

Most hobbyists, once bitten by the fishkeeping bug, stay bitten and are likely to keep fishes over many years. It follows therefore that a more attractive presentation, even if this is a more permanent arrangement, would not be unreasonable. With the present boom in do-it-yourself, many tropical-fish enthusiasts must be capable of minor building jobs and I should like to present one or two ideas which might improve the room and the presentation of the aquarium.

Features have appeared in this magazine showing aquarium fronts shining out of flush walls, which I suppose is an ideal arrangement, but, of course, much too wasteful of space for the average home. However, if we cease to regard this presentation as building out a wall to enclose the tanks and think in terms of placing the tanks in a recess and building them in, it becomes immediately apparent that by using the recess at the side of a chimney breast, an excellent opportunity arises for this kind of treatment, without wasting space. Since the flue of a chimney is invariably at least 9 in. wide and is enclosed by a 4½ in.-thick brick wall, the chimney breast will almost always project at least 1 ft. 2 in. into a room. By a happy coincidence, fish tanks are rarely more than 1 ft. wide, so that if the tank is fixed approximately 2 in. forward of the back wall, by means of timber packing pieces, so that the front of the fish-tank angle iron is ¾ in. behind the plastered face of the chimney breast, this face can be extended and the recess flashed.

For the purpose of this article, let us deal with a standard, and widely used, size of tank, a 36 in. by 12 in. by 15 in. This can usually be housed in the recess at the side of a chimney and in many houses will already occupy this position. Our object is now to build in the tank, say, a two-tier stand and tanks, and to complete the composition a recess can be formed over the fish tanks for display or bookcase purposes. The style of construction and ornamentation is to be contemporary.

Cutting away the external angle of the plaster on the chimney breast must be the first job; approximately 2 in.
of brickwork should be exposed to provide a seating for the plywood panel, which will fit flush across the front. The thickness of plaster will be about 2 in., so if 3 in. plywood is used, the difference can be made up in packing, giving us a variable to ensure a flush joint between the plaster and plywood. In the average size room, one 5 ft. by 4 ft. sheet of plywood might well do the job all in one piece. A frame of 2 in. by 2 in. rough sawn timber should be fixed in the opening and plugged to both walls, ceiling and floor. This frame will have horizontal members above and below the display recess, and when it is in position measure the exact position and size of the area to be cut out of the plywood for the tanks. Cut this out neatly with a keyhole saw, drilling a few holes to start the saw. The large off-cut will be about 2 ft. 10 in. wide and 5 ft. 8 in. high and this will provide no. 2 access doors and the cill, head and sides of the display rooms. The sketches shown should help to illustrate this description.

A rebate protecting surround frames each fish tank after the plywood has been fixed, and even the projecting skirting, to match the remainder of the room, can be cut out of the plywood off-cut. Very little waste will ensue. The edge of the plywood which buts up to the plaster should be spayed to provide a housing for the making good to the plaster and to make possible removal of the blockboard if necessary. The switches for lighting can be mounted on the access panels, with the lights which they control mounted on the inner face. Reflectors can be mounted over the lights to direct the light at the water surface and the access panels can be hinged. Face the access panels with reeded hardboard, which can then be painted according to the colour scheme of the room, and provide a catch or fastener, easily operated, for the daily feed. Paper the whole chimney breast and plywood in the one type of paper and screw the skirting in position so that it can be easily removed from time to time, to allow cleaning up any slope of water caused by cleaning. This treatment would, of course, not be carried out where brooding or regular moving of fish occurs, but where the appearance of the tank as a decorative feature is the major consideration. The effect of this recessed aquarium will be infinitely more attractive than one which stands in the room like a piece of furniture.

Another presentation not often seen is the use of aquariums as room dividers. The dining recess, so fashionable to-day, can be very effectively formed by a room divider, and a 30 in. by 32 in. by 15 in. tank on a stand forms an excellent...
basis. Many different designs can be evolved; a simple one would be to form an upper portion of two hardwood shelves, one 8 in. above the tank and one 5 in. below the ceiling, braced apart with 1 in. diameter dowel rods at 6 in. centres. The lower shelf can be fixed to the tank at the end by drilling the angle iron of the frame, and providing a triangular end, as shown in the sketch, bolted to the aquarium. Two or three of the dowel rods can run through to the ceiling level for a fixing at the top and the ends of the shelves can be fixed to the wall with angle-iron brackets. At least 9 in. space over the tank is necessary for lifting the hood to allow feeding and the cleaning out of the tank.

This idea of an "island" tank, with no background, presents new and interesting problems in layout. Conventional sloping of the gravel to the back of the tank no longer applies; a level gravel base will develop or possibly a gentle rise to the centre. Rockwork will be placed centrally, smaller pieces near the glass, larger pieces toward the centre; plans to be favoured are the slower-growing varieties like Cryptocoryne and Sagittaria, and the only position admissible for the varieties which bunch, Vallisneria, Cabomba and Hygrophila, will be at the end of the tank near the wall. Tall-growing species in the centre and smaller plants, hair grass, Cryptocoryne and Japanese rush, nearer the glass on both sides of the tank. Owing to the passage of daylight straight through the tank some of the fishes with white coloration will be found to show better, but I should advise the inclusion, if a community aquarium is being set up, of fishes with solid colour: red platys, black mollies etc.

An interesting and unusual aquarium could result from this application, and, to complete the picture, trailing and climbing plants can be placed on the shelving to form a living screen. If this divider were used for a dining recess, the aquarium lighting would lend an unusual touch with its diffusion over the area of the tank. A central light fitting could be dispensed with and a number of table or wall lights could be employed to supplement the lighting value of the aquarium.

These are but two ideas which it might, with slight adaptations, be possible to apply to many houses and which I hope will be of interest to other enthusiasts who are, like myself, not only interested in fish, but also in aquaria and the picture they present.
The Garden Pond in October—by ASTILBES

OCTOBER is a very important month for the pondkeeper. Many imagine that as the season of breeding is over there is no more to do, and the pond is then left to its own resources. Then at the end of the winter when troubles commence, such pondkeepers are very surprised and do not think of blaming themselves in any way for what has happened. Very often it will be noticed that goldfish in a pond go through the winter apparently in good health and then when the weather starts to warm up a bit some of them develop fungus and losses occur. A good feeding programme in the late autumn helps a lot but it is of little use feeding the fishes well if no attention is paid to the state of the water. As long as the water remains pure and well oxygenated then pond fishes will go through the winter in good health. The amount of cold will not harm them, and the pond can be frozen over for some time with little harm if the water is pure. If the water contains decaying material foul gases are formed, and then when ice forms on the water this foul gas will be trapped and the fish can die, not perhaps from lack of oxygen but through being poisoned by the gases. There is little doubt that the safest plan for the small pond is to clean it out once most of the leaves have fallen from trees which may be near the pond and after the water-lily leaves have died down. Do not neglect the latter. It does not seem to be recognized by many pondkeepers that water-lily leaves, although so handsome during the summer, can be very dangerous in the winter. These leaves will pollute a small pond very quickly and one can easily prove the truth of this statement. If a water-lily is required for another pond or to dispose of and it is placed in a container with some water it is surprising how soon the water becomes polluted and develops a very bad smell. Therefore it is essential to make sure that most of the dead lily leaves and flowers are removed as soon as they start to decay. I think that these are the worst culprits, and, of course, the smaller the pond the sooner is the trouble likely to be. Many of the other water plants have decaying leaves in the late autumn but most of the above-water ones can be easily seen when they start to fade and can be removed. The underwater plants do not appear to be as dangerous as they are often eaten by the fishes as they become weaker.

If it is not possible to clean out a pond completely because of soil at the bottom and the presence of a large amount of water plants then it will help considerably if most of the water is emptied out and fresh water run in. The experienced pondkeeper soon sees if the water is not as it should be. There is always something queer about final pond water. It loses its brightness and takes on a smoky look. It can begin to smell and when very foul it will be almost opaque, with a blue-grey look, and the water plants will start to be covered with a pink fungus-looking substance. Such water is quite poisonous to most fishes and should be changed immediately.

If the water is rather green there is no need to worry unduly. The fishes may not be in evidence for a time but once the weather turns cooler most of the algae will die and the water will become clear again. Be careful, though, if the water becomes very green, as if there is too much of this green algae it can pollute the water when it dies. Therefore if the water is very thick with green algae in the autumn remove most of the water and refill with fresh. Remember that a little care and attention now will mean a considerable saving of trouble later on.

As the weather cools so will the appetites of the fishes lessen and it is most important that the pondkeeper recognizes this fact. There is no sense in continuing to give the same amount of food to the fishes once the water cools as the fishes will not be able to eat it and digest it as quickly as they could have done when the water was warmer. Most of our pond fishes will eat far less once the water temperature drops below 50°F. Just a little unsalted food can soon start pollution. The water then becomes impure and the fishes are unable to eat and digest the food. If feeding is continued on the same lines then trouble is sure to ensue. It is surprising how soon fishes can be upset once the water becomes overcharged with foul gases. All types of goldfish will eat a fair amount of vegetable matter and in a healthy pond there should always be something for them to browse upon. It is very noticeable in a tank which has been left unattended for a fortnight from the copious dark droppings from the fish that there has been no lack of food in the tank in the form of soft algae and fine plant leaves.

Dwarf Plants for Tropical Aquariums

(continued from page 128)

grow emerald-green, lanceolate, spreading leaves. The plant grows only slowly unless it is maintained in a small pot of rich loam in the aquarium. Though it is not an easy plant to cultivate, its pleasing appearance and dwarf habit render it an unusual and valuable foreground specimen. If the species is grown in shallow water under intense illumination it will produce an erect aerial stem which bears pale-yellow flowers.

From this rather brief account it will be seen that the aquarist in need of plants with a dwarf habit should have little difficulty in finding some species to his taste. It is a notable fact that of the 14 species which I have discussed, only one, Nephrum pumilum, is a genuine aquatic plant. All the others are species from bog or marsh habitats which will be drier or wetter according to the season of the year. It is perhaps because of the natural variation from dry to rainy seasons in such habitats that these plants adapt themselves so readily to submerged growth in the tropical aquarium.
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KING SNAKES—by ROBERT BUSTARD

The king snakes combine many of the points which one looks for in a pet snake—attractive, bright coloration, docility, long life in the vivarium and ease of feeding. Specimens of the chain king snake (Lampropeltis getulus getulus) and its sub-species also grow to a convenient size—0 or 6 feet.

The king snakes are natives of North America and these, together with the chicken and rat snakes of the genus Elaphe (subjects of a later article), are my favorite U.S. snakes. In the East the chain king is the common species and it ranges westward to the Mississippi. Allied forms extend westward to California, where a very attractive sub-species known as the Californian king snake (Lampropeltis getulus californicus) occurs. This snake is a rich chocolate brown with white cross bands. The coloration of the chain king is jet black with white or yellow markings or “chains.”

Food and Housing

In nature the king snakes feed on lizards and snakes as well as on rodents, and they are very muscular to be able to constrict other snakes. In many parts of the United States enlightened people protect them, since they kill and eat many deadly poisonous snakes as, for instance, the rattlesnakes (Crotalinae). King snakes are comparatively immune to the poison of these snakes and kill them as they would any other harmless species. Indeed they are immune to the venom of New-World poisonous snakes but die in the normal way if bitten by Old-World venomous snakes.

Owing to their feeding habits they must be kept in a vivarium by themselves. King snakes will live in harmony with members of their own genus but should other snakes be added they will soon be eaten. I have found it most satisfactory to feed my specimens on mice, which they eat readily. I feed them about every 10 to 14 days and a specimen of 4 to 6 feet gets two mice at a meal.

The vivarium for these snakes should be large and roomy. King snakes are poor climbers. Mine is 36 in. by 24 in. by 24 in. The floor area is covered by sand with loose dry moss. A small dish of drinking water is provided. A temperature of about 75°F is suitable for these snakes, which are comparatively hardy, although they should not be allowed to hibernate. As with all snakes from warmer climates, it is important to guard against draughts and damp conditions.

Other King Snakes

I have always found the chain king an extremely docile species. I have no recollection of a new arrival, on being removed from the snake bag, ever trying to bite. I was most surprised therefore when I received a couple of the salt-and-pepper king snakes (Lampropeltis getulus holbrooki), so called because they have small bright-yellow spots dotted all over the shiny black, to find that they were decidedly snappy. They behaved in a manner reminiscent of that of any of the rat snakes (Elaphe) when these are first purchased.

Another popular species of king snake is the milk snake (Lampropeltis Dolichus Triangularis). This snake is pale brown or buff with darker brown markings which are edged in black. It receives its common name because farmers blanched it for low milk yields from their cows. This, of course, is quite without foundation, as even if the cows would tolerate a snake with sharp teeth attaching itself to their udders, the quantity of milk which this small snake (which reaches a total length of 30 inches) could consume would not make any noticeable difference in the yield. The milk snake, like so many others, frequents farm buildings to feed on the mice.

Some of the most attractive snakes I have kept have been king snakes. The Arizona mountain king snake (Lampropeltis pyromelana) is really beautiful. The ground color can be considered to be yellow, but this is only seen as narrow bands crossing the body. It is interrupted by much broader bands of red, which are edged with black on the anterior portion of the snake. Further back these give way to broad bands of black (which still alternate with yellow) and which have red markings let into their sides. The tail is black and yellow.

The coral king snake (Lampropeltis elapodis elapodis) combines the same three colors also to startling effect. If anything, it is more attractive since it is actually banded in these three colors in turn throughout the length of the body.
Breeding the Argentine Pearl Fish
(Cynolebias nigripinnis)

by DR. GEORGE CUST

I have been interested in this fish since 1954, and in spite of having a few pairs each year since then, I succeeded in getting the eggs to hatch successfully only this year.

This is an "annual fish," which lives in the Argentine. It is found in shallow pools and turbulent streams that generally dry up in summer. During the summer, as the water evaporates with the heat, the adults die, but having buried their eggs in the mud or sand on the bottom of the pool, these lie dormant throughout the dry period until the coming of the autumn rains. When the rains come and the pools begin to fill up, the eggs hatch in a few hours. In nature it does appear that the period during which the eggs must remain dry varies from a few weeks to a few months. The reaction of the water in the pool varies between pH 6 and 8, and the water is described as soft.

The male Argentine pearl fish is particularly beautiful: a dark royal blue in colour with bright turquoise spots on the body and fins, particularly along the edge of the dorsal fin. In very bright light, as in the conditions of photograph, or when the fish is upset, the body tends to become brown. The mature male is 1½ inches long. The female is a drab brown in colour, very similar to the pigmy sunfish (Elassoma erythroideum), when mature she is about 1 inch long.

These fish when together are particularly vicious; the males will fight as much as fighters. The male is also a wiry driver and if one male is placed with one female he will soon finish her off.

A big difficulty I find about these fish is that they are very short-lived; imported fish tend to be relatively old and have been well spawned before you buy them. As they are almost old-age pensioners when you get them they don't last long.

To keep and spawn these fish I use a small tank (12 in. by 10 in. by 10 in.). The water is rain water, hardness varying between 3 and 4 D.H. (degrees of hardness). I then add enough peat to make a layer 1 inch deep on the bottom.

The peat is first boiled for a few minutes in soft water, allowed to cool and then squeezed dry. This gets rid of the excess of humic acid in the peat, which would interfere with the development of the eggs. The reaction of the water in the tank is then pH 6.4 — 6.8. Temperature range is 65° to 75°F, usually under 70°.

I ran one male with three females — in this way two females can rest whilst he is chasing the other one. The fish must be kept well fed with live foods; the females soon get hollow-bellied if they don't gut brine shrimps, Daphnia, Tubifex, white worms or earthworms at least once a day. They eat out of all proportion to their size. Daphnia, Cyclops etc. are the most appreciated foods.

In the spawning act the male chases the female, finds one which is willing to spawn and drives her down towards the peat. He appears to pick the spot, enters the peat head first and is followed immediately by the female, who positions herself at his side. They disappear completely and a cloud of peat particles is sent up into the tank. After, usually, 10 seconds the male appears, followed 20 seconds later by the female. The female tends to rest before being willing to spawn again. Only one egg is laid with each spawning act. The eggs are relatively large for a small fish and have a thick egg membrane.

I allow the fish to spawn for a fortnight and then remove the peat with a fine-mesh net. The water is allowed to drain off and the peat containing the eggs is placed in a plastic box 8 in. by 4 in. by 2 in. This is put in an incubator at 70°F. For a few days I leave the lid off the box to get rid of the excess of moisture. The lid is then replaced to prevent the peat from drying too much. It is important when breeding these, and any other of the "egg buriers" (see Encyclopaedia of Tropical Fishes by H. Axelrod and W. Vorderwinkel) with a long incubation period, to mark the date on the box and lid and the species of fish. If not, one ends up with a load of boxes and one can't remember what is in them when it is necessary to add water to them.
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I now use a detailed breeding card as well for each spawning. I first added water to these eggs after 7 weeks. No fish hatched. W. Berthold (The Aquarium, U.S.A., November 1957) found that he could hatch these fish by adding water between 6 and 8 weeks. I then drained off the water and incubated the eggs again. I tried hatching them again at 10 weeks and 12 weeks respectively without success and dried them out again each time. Water was then added at 16 weeks in the evening and by next morning the fish had hatched and were free-swimming. In most of the “egg burters” I find that if the eggs are going to hatch they do so within 12 hours. The fry take brine shrimps immediately and grow very fast. The sexes can be differentiated at 4 weeks; the fish are an inch long by 6 weeks and are sexually mature and beginning to spawn. The amount of live food they eat is astonishing. By 6 months of age they are all dead. A short life but a merry one!

They are most interesting fish to keep and breed.

**Tropical Fishkeeping for Beginners**

by C. WRIGHT

This article has been prepared for the reader who has put off the keeping of tropical fish time and again by remarks like this: “I wouldn’t keep tropical fish—they are too expensive,” or “you’ve got to be an expert to keep them.” I “lost £20 worth of fish, the heater burnt out (or the thermostat stuck) and I did not know it; no more for me—I got rid of the lot,” and many others in different strains.

I believe I have covered the most essential items and pitfalls that you are likely to meet. Outside of these, tropical fishkeeping is a matter of common sense. If you have no electricity don’t be dismayed—read on. I have also dealt with gas and oil heating. Let us consider facts and figures.

The first item we need is an aquarium. This can be purchased at any aquatic dealers, but before you make up your mind which one, pay a visit to several of them. Ask the proprietor if you can have a look around his stock; you can explain that you are not spending at present but becoming very interested. Even though you know nothing about fish, it should not take you long to realise at which shop you are likely to receive most assistance when starting. If you enter a shop where the aquaria are all cloudy and look unclean for, in which the fishes look miserable with all their fins pinched up instead of being spread out to show their beauty, even if this is your nearest shop ignore it and choose a shop where the aquaria look cared for. The tanks may not be crystal clear when you enter, for the assistant or proprietor may have been disturbing the tanks to catch other customers’ fish just before you arrived, but the fishes will look different, swimming happily around with fins erect and looking sprightly.

When you have finally decided at which shop to deal, ask if you can have a word with the proprietor (not on Saturday afternoon if you can avoid it, as he will most probably be very busy and not able to give you the attention that he would like to). Tell him that you have decided to keep tropical fishes and ask for the prices of the following equipment, he can faithfully recommend: an aquaunium, 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. in 15 in., by 12 in., although the latter may cost a few shillings more, you will find the extra 5 in. in height a great advantage when it is furnished. Insist on 1 in. by 1 in. angle iron with quarter-gallons at the base and nothing thinner than 32 oz. glass (approximately 8 in.) for back, front and ends. You may have pressed-stone aquaria offered to you because they are a few shillings cheaper; ignore them, the best value is with the angle-iron aquaria. I have some now that have been in use over 12 years and are still good for a few more years.

I do not advise a beginner to make his first aquaria, because there are bound to be a few snags, but, having purchased the first one there are no reasons why he should not make others that may be needed later on; should he do this I would like to suggest that he buys, for the modest outlay of 2s. 6d., a copy of Aquariums; by Anthony Evans, published by Forsey; this book will be found to be very helpful.

Our next thought must be with heating the water. Most homes have electricity so this method of heating will be dealt with first. There are two main types of electrical-heating systems on the market at present. The most popular is the heating coil housed in a Pyrex glass tube, in various wattages from 25 to 150 watts; it must be completely immersed in the water (my preference for position is at the back left-hand corner, with the lead coming out down and then back); 100 watts is usually sufficient for a 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. and 120 watts for a 24 in. by 15 in. by 12 in.

If the room the aquarium is in is in very cold or very warm you may like to work out for yourself what wattage is required. Here is a handy formula: it takes 2.5 watts of electricity to raise 1 gallon of water 10° above room temperature, and, to be on the safe side this should be worked out from the lowest room temperature in midwinter.

The other type of electric heater is a long flexible element covered in a water- and heat-resistant covering, enabling it to be hidden under the sand; the main disadvantage with this type is that in the event of heater failure the tank must be stripped down to replace the heater. The advantage is a very even distribution of heat over the whole of the aquarium. The disadvantage with the Pyrex tube is that it can look unsightly if not concealed; this can be done with the aid of plants as I shall explain in the section on planting.

The heat of the water must, of course, be controlled. For this we have quite a large selection of thermostats: 1, total immersion, which is very similar to the Pyrex tube heater; 2, three-quarter submerged with outside control, similar to 1; 3, one that clips (by means of a spring holder) on to the outside of the glass; 4, one that, by means of an adhesive, is stuck to the glass outside of the aquarium. The disadvantage to no. 1 is that to set and adjust it to the required temperature it must be disconnected from the mains before making any adjustments, and you may have to do this several times between fish feedings. No. 2 has the advantage that, should for some reason or another the water level fall, it will still be working while in the water. Type no. 2 has a screw on the top for adjustments and you can also see what you are doing without disconnecting from the mains; the disadvantage is that the top must be removed to change the cover glass or reflector and can look unsightly. The clip-on type (3) is set in degrees, usually from 60° to 90° F, and has a small pointer which you set to the right temperature. The disadvantage is that if the water level should fall more than about 3 inches the heater will be switched on for longer periods, resulting in the temperature of the water rising. Type no. 4 can be fixed midway on the outside glass, thus eliminating the fault of no. 3, and has the
Two Colourful Tropical Fishes

Cardinal tetra (Chirodion axelrodi)

TO a first glance the cardinal tetra resembles its relative the neon tetra, but differences in disposition of the bright red and blue colours of the two fishes are detectable when careful comparison is made. Cardinals have been bred in aquaria but the event is exceptional rather than commonplace.

IN its most spectacular state the stripe at the sides of Rasbora pavicapitata is a brilliant red and is marked below by a black line. This fish is best kept as a group that will form an attractive shoal in the aquarium. It is not a ready spawner but aquarium breeding has been accomplished.

Rasbora pavicapitata.
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same dial method of adjusting the temperature, but both 3 and 4 types can look a bit out of place and are a temptation for young children to turn the knob to see what happens.

Having made up your mind about the aquarium, heater and thermostat, you now require sand and plants. How much sand? If the aquarium is 12 in. from back to front you require 1 lb. of sand to every inch in length; thus a tank 24 inches long will require 24 lb. of sand, 30 inches 30 lb. and so on. This will give you 2 to 3 inches depth along the back and sides, sloping to an inch in the front. Besides giving your depth for planting where you want it, the slope encourages the sediment to fall to the front from where it may be easily removed. Before putting in your sand it should be thoroughly washed in running water. When this is done (if you are using the flexible heater, this should be laid in the bottom of the aquarium first) and the sand in the tank as described above, procure a piece of clean plywood and lay it on the sand. On to this you pour your water slowly and you will find that the plywood will rise with the water, without disturbing the sand, and the water will be crystal clear to start with. Fill the aquarium to within 3 inches of the top. If you are using the glass heater and thermostat, place the heater in the back left-hand corner of the aquarium and the thermostat in the right-hand corner and connect the wires as directed; these can hang out of sight down the back.

My recommendation for plants is one Vallanieria (grass-like plant) every inch along the back and six for each back corner; these will hide the heater and thermometer. There are two types of Vallanieria, the twisted (Vallanieria serrata) and the straight (Vallanieria spiralis); of the two I recommend the twisted. It has a much broader leaf and is a darker green. These should be sufficient oxygenating plants to start with; if you wish to buy more, do so. I think the aquarium will look all the better to look at and benefit fish and plants.

There are a number of Cryptophyzae and other decorative plants that you can finish off with, and these can best be seen in the dealers’ tanks and he will be able to explain to you what they are.

There are two methods of putting your plants in. The first is to roll up your sleeves and push the roots into the sand with your fingers, or you can make a pair of planters, which will save you time. If these have a V cut in one end, hold the plant down with one rod (using the V cut) and with the spade end of the other rod press the root well down, spreading the roots as much as possible: this is the method I always use. If you want to put rocks or even large pieces of coal in to effect place them in position before putting in the sand; do not place them on top of the sand. I have had large pieces of coal in a tank, set up as I have described above 6 years ago, and this tank has never been stripped down and the water keeps crystal clear and the fish are perfectly happy and breeding. When you have placed in your rocks and finished planting you can top up your tank with hot or even boiling water, but be careful to pour it in very slowly. Do not use the plywood for this as if the water is very hot it could splash off and crack the glass; this heating of the water will save your heater a lot of unnecessary work.

Buy an aquarium thermometer for the checking of water temperature.

Our next important item is lighting. As there are so many types of reflectors and all over covers on the market I must leave it to your dealer to show them to you. For a 24 in. square I would recommend two 40-watt lamps for at least 10 hours a day. If you are like me you will switch them on when you rise in the morning and off when you retire at night. Please do not think that this is a waste of electricity, because the lamps give a fair amount of heat, which warms the surface of the water. This heating of the water from above will cause the thermostat to cut out your heater, which, were it not for the lights, would be consuming 100 watts of electricity. The lights also keep the plants growing and healthy to the benefit of the fishes, as, like the garden plants, they require plenty of light to keep them growing. The more they grow the more waste do they take from the humus in the sand, keeping it fresh, and the more oxygen they will disperse into the water.

There are a number of paper designs that could be stuck to the back glass but, personally, the back and sides of all my tanks are painted cornflower blue. I have tried all colours but I think that blue is a colour that does not clash with any of the varieties of fishes that may be chosen. Position of the aquarium is governed by the lay-out of the room, but I suggest the darkest corner, which is invariably opposite the room door and looks nice and cheerful when you enter the room on a cold winter night, even if there is no fire in the room. I do not suggest that you put it in front of the window, unless you are prepared to take down and put up the curtains and clean the windows when required and maybe stop the outlook to a nicely laid-out garden.

Here are a few do’s and don’t’s which will help you to be a successful fishkeeper.

**Do’s**

Don’t feed late at night.

Don’t give fish food double the amount of food one day if you have forgotten to feed them the day before. Don’t worry if the temperature fluctuates by 10° or so; the average temperature should be about 75° F.

Don’t put hot water in the tank should the heating fail for some reason, rectify the heating fault as quickly as possible and let the temperature rise gradually; even if it is down to 45° F this is by far the best and safest way of saving the majority of the fishes, but you may lose the weaker ones.

Don’t worry about leaving fishes while on holiday if for no longer than 2 weeks; there is usually plenty of Daphnia about at that time of the year so for about a fortnight before you go feed them well (not excessively) on live foods, sigh up off the sediment on the sand and in fact have a general spring clean and check heating arrangements. If you are working a thermostat connect your lights into the same plug that is on your heater so that while your heater is switched on the plants will get the benefit of the light and will not be set back for lack of light. Then go and have a good holiday and let your fish have one as well, they won’t care and will be looking just as healthy as you and ready for a meal when you return.

Don’t use water that has come through copper tubing; make sure that all water used comes through iron or lead pipes. There are plenty more don’t’s but these in my opinion are the most important ones.

**Don’t’s**

Don’t feed fish food double the amount of food one day if you have forgotten to feed them the day before. Don’t worry if the temperature fluctuates by 10° or so; the average temperature should be about 75° F.

Don’t put hot water in the tank should the heating fail for some reason, rectify the heating fault as quickly as possible and let the temperature rise gradually; even if it is down to 45° F this is by far the best and safest way of saving the majority of the fishes, but you may lose the weaker ones.

Don’t worry about leaving fishes while on holiday if for no longer than 2 weeks; there is usually plenty of Daphnia about at that time of the year so for about a fortnight before you go feed them well (not excessively) on live foods, sigh up off the sediment on the sand and in fact have a general spring clean and check heating arrangements. If you are working a thermostat connect your lights into the same plug that is on your heater so that while your heater is switched on the plants will get the benefit of the light and will not be set back for lack of light. Then go and have a good holiday and let your fish have one as well, they won’t care and will be looking just as healthy as you and ready for a meal when you return.

Don’t use water that has come through copper tubing; make sure that all water used comes through iron or lead pipes. There are plenty more don’t’s but these in my opinion are the most important ones.

**Do’s**

Do have a glance at your thermometer before you leave home in the morning; hunters have a nasty habit of breaking down a cold hunter’s nerves when they are working for longer periods, and if left till the next evening when you discover the trouble you will still find that the shops are closed; the answer is to have an emergency heater. They are like electric-light bulbs and break down without any warning.

Do keep your tank topped up; nothing looks worse than a water level an inch or so below the top edge bar.

Do have a check on the fishes before you buy them; choose ones with upright fins, clear bodies and a good swimming attitude, not ones skulking in the corner or with fins all closed and shrunk up.

*(To be continued)*
AQUARIST'S Notebook

THE red-nosed tetra (Hemigrammus rhodostomus) is a fascinating fish to keep in the tank. Unfortunately it is not always available and is never cheap as tetras go. I have found them most sociable fish, which are not easy to care for, having a rather insolvent way of going wherever they want, when they want, as if to say, "Make way for a person of pedigree." They are decidedly dainty feeders and do not rush in the coarse manners of herds or even many tetras.

They are usually found in public aquaria in small, over-planted tanks where there is little room for actual swimming space, in shoal formation, preferring the lower two thirds of the water depth. In such conditions they tend to remain motionless for long periods and lack interest in any food to eat, the black bars on the tail lobes are on the slant in some specimens but straight in others. Between the head and tail the fish is merely a dull olive with a yellow stripe which is not unlike the yellow tetra, commonly called the "lemon."

A temperature of 70° to 85°F suits them very well although 74° to 82°F is probably better. Spawning these fish is a simple matter, the fry are hatched out and taken care of. The striped tail gives one a vague impression of the scienee; the black bars on the tail lobes are between the head and tail but they are not as distinct. They have a rather insolvent way of going wherever they want, when they want, as if to say, "Make way for a person of pedigree." They are decidedly dainty feeders and do not rush in the coarse manners of herds or even many tetras.

There seems little doubt that Mr. King knows his fish and his remarks are just as apt for fish behaviour here as in U.S.A. However, fish being the crafty creatures that they are up to something when we most need their theatrical talents, when entered for a show or when the important aquarist friend comes around to "see the fish." Do they play up, then . . . not on your life. I always remember one lady housewife who entered a furnished tank complete with a dozen fine fish (these fish were first abundant and who failed to get a prize. The judge, when asked why, must have thought that fish were to be seen in the tank!

Snails are a pest but you should have at least one tank where they are on view. There is no doubt the sight of a few attractive snails helps to bring so life a well set-up underwater scene and they add a note of reality to what might otherwise seem too artifical. Snails are seldom if ever still and their movements cannot fail to attract the notice of the visitor. Crushed snails are relished by almost all tropicals so any surplus can be put to good use. Few snails have any practical value to the aquarist but they do little damage and any that do are easily removed. I agree that snails are not wanted in breeding tanks for egglayers, but this does not put them out of court generally. Many aquarists suggest that snails make a great deal of dirt in the tank. They certainly add their quota but it does not seem the mud from the tank floor is welcomed by the plants, much that is unwashed in the aquarium is consumed by the snails, from fish-food left-over even to such things as dead fish. Of all the snails available the best in my opinion is the Malay snail. This you have to buy, or have given you, because you will never find it sticking to any plants which come your way as with other snails. Once you have some Malay snails you have them for life, as they multiply quite rapidly although this is not always observable. The reason for this is because this snail spends most of its time in, on or under the gravel and is seen on the tank sides only after dark or when a light is suddenly switched on. Like most snails they tend to die round the heater, perhaps more than usual owing to their borrowing habit. They are also more easily lost when siphoning out the debris as they are very lightweight and are quickly sucked up the tube with the grit. A quick
search through the gravel which has been so removed will often disclose several of the snails, but the minute youngsters are too small to see against a matching background and are lost. It will be seen that over-population never occurs. I have yet to see any fishes take the slightest notice of them. When purchasing them make sure that all those passed on to you are alive; as they have to be scooped out of the gravel it is possible for empty shells to be obtained. The dark-red flesh of a living snail is always visible on inspection, and if the snails are put in a small jar of warm water they will quickly demonstrate the fact that they are always on the move. Malaysians are warm-water snails and cannot be kept in lower temperatures for any length of time, so they are useless for coldwater aquaria.

Most aquarists know of the risk which exists of a turned-off aerator "running back" when it is below the water level of the tank. It does not often occur but it can. Either keep your aerator above the water level or remove the air pipe and stone when switching off. I always do the latter, after having had one or two very nasty "run-backs." I had a narrow escape the other day with a coldwater tank. I had switched off all but 4 inches of water and had put in the end of a hose pipe to re-fill. When I turned on the water the pressure was too much for the very ancient and rather worn hose connection and it broke off and fell to the floor. I turned off the water and went indoors for something to cut the rubber with stoutly and found on my return that the hose had splashed back the tank water on to the floor and my big fish were floundering in not more than 1 inch depth. All ended well but it was a good job I was not delayed.

I often wonder what happens to all the hundreds of tortoises one sees for sale, when winter comes. Most have found an owner. Just what do these owners do with them with the onset of winter? Hibernation is a must for the creature. Most are kept by children for children to whom the mysteries of hibernation mean nothing. Tortoises should have sunk into their deep sleep after being artificially awakened before the proper time or they will not survive. Many children are too impatient to understand this or too careless to worry unduly about their pet's welfare. Ideally a deep hole in the ground is needed, out of the reach of frost and rain and rats, with a covering of dead leaves in quantity. An outdoor shed will do if the animal is kept in a box and suitably protected from the elements and rats. They can, of course, be kept in the house, preferably in a colder, little-used room where they are unlikely to be disturbed by visitors or temperature changes. When your pet awakes in March he must have drinking-water and the eyes will require bathing with warm water. Shells can be polished up with olive oil to give a well-groomed effect. Sometimes the mouth needs bathing. Ticks are often found on newly imported tortoises and often the dealer removes them. Before sale, Adhering to the neck or underparts these can be easily removed by touching them with a brush dipped in turpentine. Sex of the tortoise is mainly immaterial but as a general rule if you must know it is the male who is curvaceous on his under shell, the curve becoming slightly inwards, the female's being flat.

Since the fire at Belle Vue Zoo, Manchester, there has been considerable rebuilding and alteration. Considerable changes for the better have been made in the catering sections and also in the amusements. Some of the animal houses have been completely changed and many of the birds on show have now much better quarters. The bears have new pits behind the firework arena and the monkey house is now really good. No changes appear to have been made in the Aquarium as yet, which has 25 tanks, almost all of them for tropicals. When I went round in August last there was a representative selection, with a number of African fishes, but no new additions of particular interest. The plants were not in good condition. Public-aquarium authorities have it both ways, because in winter they argue that it is the off-season and in summer they find staff holidays and rush conditions against them. Belle Vue is a good example because there the staff have many other things to attend to besides looking after the fishes, the popular children's zoo being a case in point. One tank contained tiger barbs, clown decahis and clown barbs. The result was unsatisfactory; contrast was missing.

It has been suggested that nowadays there are fewer aquarists than formerly, compared with the peak years of 1950-1953. I am not at all sure that this is true. Granted that clubs are no longer flourishing, and that shows are few and far between compared with days gone by. After the war there was a great upsurge in the hobby and there was considerable glamour for fishes, equipment, clubs, show, speakers and judges. More or less from scratch all these things were found. Enthusiasts wanted information and were not satisfied until they got it. The demand called for the supply and dealers were able to provide in due course almost every gadget imaginable. Clubs provided lectures and lectures and the urge to show off was met by shows all over the country. The position now is different. Newcomers to the hobby have everything ready and waiting for them. Equipment such as was undreamed of in the early days of the hobby, numerous varieties of fishes, much lower prices than obtained a few years ago and numerous up-to-date and really expert books with everything about the hobby from A to Z. The small band of enthusiastic hobbyists who knew all the major angles on fish-keeping in 1945 has now increased to many thousands and is composed of competent aquarists. It is true that some have left the hobby; the disillusioned incompetent, the "get rich quick" type and the "pet hunter."

I must admit I am not fond of competitive shows, although I realize that human nature being what it is few shows could be attempted without this element. A non-competitive show really presents the hobby at its best. Unfortunately, the risks of losing fishes militate against it. Nowadays shows rarely offer the wonderful specimens we used to see; what has happened to them? The answer is simple; owners no longer care about risking their valuable fishes for no real purpose. Shows to-day are mainly entered by the relative newcomers whose fishes are good but nothing extraordinary. We all know the chap who points to the best fish in the show and mutters "Look at it, I've got half a dozen better." The food is不在 at home. This was when you smiled at this; to-day he is right. He has better fishes, so have you. Coming back to numbers, you will find that dealers are not going out of business, not really complaining. Why not? Because if you know them well and ask them they will tell you that they still have loads of enthusiastic customers; not the experienced know-all variety but impetuous, but the stolid, solid backbone of the hobby. The tumult and the show has died but the hobby goes on.
OUR EXPERTS' ANSWERS TO TROPICAL AQUARIUM QUERIES

Can you please give me a rough idea of the life span of Corydoras catfish? Generally speaking, Corydoras catfish have a life span of at least 3 or 5 years. A few days ago I added some mollies, Myriophyllum schizophaullum and some anoles to my beautiful planted aquarium. Now to my dismay most of my plants have been nibbled down to the bare stems. I am away from home most of the day, and I have not been able to discover the culprit or culprits. I wonder that the selecting causing each leaf in my tank? Mollies like to browse on algae and will soon clear a tank of duckweed. Malayse angel fish will nibble at delicate foliage, and often chew the tips of underwater grasses, but they do little visible damage in a large, thickly planted aquarium. The Myriophyllum, however, will clear a tank of all plant life within a very short time. Long ago we made the experiment of submerging pots of moisture-loving littoral plants and Philodendron in a tank housing a pair of M. schizophaullum. In less than a week, all the leaves had been stripped and eaten from the stems of the plants. We now keep Myriophyllum in an unplanted tank, and satisfy their insatiable appetite for green food by giving them lettuce, chopped cabbage leaves and similar vegetables from the garden.

A tank inhabited by a pair of Cichlids vivian and has become overgrown with a slipp blue-green algae. What can I do to get rid of this nuisance pest? Blue-green algae is not always easy to eradicate from a tank. It is encouraged by growing leaving the rich droppings of the larger cichlids to accumulate and act as a fertiliser on the floor of the aquarium. What's more, an alkaline condition of the water will allow it to flourish. In the first place, you must remove as much of it as you can from the aquarium. Then do not neglect to keep the bottom free of excess food and other debris by frequent application of the dip-tube. Give the fish live food in preference to dried food, and acidity the water if it is too hard by straining it through waterlogged peat. A thick carpet of floating vegetation with vigorous roots, such as Indian fern or Various aquatic plants, will help to absorb some of the nutrients upon which such growth prosper.

I have noticed a worm-like creature in my aquarium, and wonder whether it will harm the fish? It is brownish in colour, and seems to adhere to the glass and move over it in leaping movements by means of a sucker at its blunt end. Fully extended, this creature measures about 1 in. long. We think that the creature you have noticed in your aquarium is a leech, probably introduced on a plant. As a rule, the leeches we occasionally find in our aquariums are harmless to fishes, but they can cause havoc among fish eggs. It would be best to remove the unsightly though interesting creature from the aquarium as soon as possible.

I am going to set up a tropical tank in the near future. I have a quantity of crushed white coral, and wonder whether this would be all right to use as a bedding medium for the plants? We do not advise crushed white coral as a planting medium. Food will probably get lodged in the interstices, decay and pollute the water. Furthermore, it is unlikely that such will support plant growth. Washed coarse sand from a stream bed, or the bagged compost sold by respectable aquarium dealers, is the most satisfactory planting medium to use.

Will the White-Cloud minnow flourish in acid water? I have been told that the species must have alkaline water. Is this correct? The White-Cloud-Mountain minnow is a most adaptable little fish, and in acid water it will live and breed successfully in acid conditions. The temperature of the water seems of more importance to this
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Readers are invited to express their views and opinions on subjects of interest to aquarists. The Editor reserves the right to shorten letters when considered necessary and it is not responsible for the opinions expressed by correspondents.

Goldfish Nomenclature

I'm glad to know that Mr. N. E. Perkins and I agree on some points. Mr. Perkins made his observations and even to-day is used by Bristol A.S. I used it myself when I talked to the Bristol aquarists. My adverse criticism was for the misuse of G.S.G.B. terms.

Mr. Perkins is off beam on the second point in my letter. He stated (April, 1960) that when the G.S.G.B. first classified goldfish into metallic, maculatus and marl (1948) he did not think this "entirely accurate." Mr. Perkins was a keen member of the Society at this time but I cannot find anybody who remembers hearing his statement at the time. Now in his last letter he says that Miss Morris' fish have "an unfortunate likeness" to the fish previously referred to.

I have been working on the inheritance of reflecting tissue for the last 6 years using specimens kindly given by Miss Morris as well as the more well-known types. However, I must remind Mr. Perkins that he started the discussion by hinting that he and others know more about the inheritance of reflecting tissue in 1948 than the rest of us. Let us have the facts, Mr. Perkins, not evasions.

The reply to the kidney problem is another evasion. What deductions? What established knowledge? Discussions in these columns can be useful for the writers and readers but only if we all keep to the point.

R. J. Appleyard, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
President, The Goldfish Society of Great Britain.

A Travelling Set-up

As a professional soldier I am compelled to change my residence every few years. In view of this, it is obviously impossible for me to manage more than one fish on the fringes of the hobby, since a large and intricate set-up such as we have in this month is patented as the "Petals." However, despite these circumstances, I have been able to establish a portable outfit which consists of six small tanks, using the "nesting" principle. The sizes of the tanks are: 10 in. by 12 in. by 12 in., 16 by 12 by 10 in., 14 by 10 by 10 in., 12 by 10 by 8 in., 10 by 8 by 8 in., and 8 by 6 by 6 in.

A moment's reflection will reveal that not only do these tanks nest together satisfactorily, but when in use they can be conveniently housed on two shelves 30 in. long; the three smaller go together on the lower shelf and the 14 in. and 16 in. tanks are on the higher shelf. The 18 in. tank is kept in the living room as a community tank. It will further be seen that the five smaller tanks can be controlled by an outside thermostat, with these heaters: 16 in.—100 watt; 14 in.—75 watt; 12 in.—50 watt; 10 in.—30 watt; 8 in.—20 watt.

By using this method, one such as I, not over-endowed with this world's wealth, can get by with just two thermostats. The other, of course, is used in the display tank.

Corporal M. J. Moorwood
B.P.P.O. 16.

Polythene Pond

This small pond, pictured in my garden measures 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 3 in., and is about 10 in. deep normally. It was put in just two years ago and the whole job took 90 minutes and cost 10s. 6d. The essentials for such a pond are: a hole, a piece of heavygrade polythene, 6 ft. by 9 ft., and some broken flag-stones. If the hole is made carefully and preferably when the soil is moist, the top corner will be firm and a neat job will result. The polythene is laid in carefully and corners are folded to make a waterproof box. The overlap, which I preferred to keep fairly wide, but probably unnecessarily, is held down with the flag-stones. Gradually the garden plants have crept around it, and as can be seen, it has blended well into the scene. The first winter it withstood freezing to a depth of 3 to 4 inches, with two goldfish locked under the ice, and was frozen.

THE AQUARIIST
The AQUARIST Crossword

Compiled by J. LAUGHLAND

CLUES ACROSS
1. Taper if axiom (magnate) (5, 4, 3).
2. Placed in rear (4).
3. Flag but not in (4).
4. Sizing (9).
5. Short N.C.O. (3).
6. Author of "Treasure Island" among the girls (1, 1, 7).
7. Night owls (2, 1).
9. Lil canoe (magnum) (7).
10. Tree that has lived longer, perhaps (5).
11. Pelican loses face before prophet appears (5).
12. Original home of the jewel fish (5).
13. Relating to high mountain(s) (8).
14. Thrill (7).
15. Afterthought (1, 1).
16. One of the great divisions of Australia (1, 1).
17. Lil clubs for a gold country (7).
18. Reminiscence of a living thing (9).
19. Old brown (9).
20. Painful return of god of love (5).
22. Baby tarsia (5).
23. Language of the country from which St. Patrick drove the snakes (4).

CLUES DOWN
1. Spooked beauty of the stream (5).
2. This general consists as if he had been in a state (8-8).
3. Lent pipe in red (8).
4. Flat (4).
5. American President of our times (1, 1, 1).
6. A little guy (5).
7. Uncle Tom's boss (5).
8. Senior service (1, 1, 1).
9. That is this (1, 1).
10. Sea heart (9).
11. Pouch for liquid (3).
12. Not quite ripe (3).
13. Not quite yellow (6).
14. But this fish is yellow (4).
15. Less than lean to bring forth young (5).
16. Feeding (6).
17. If you know your Kipling you know this poem (2).
18. This fish is no good to the one all made of (8).
19. Tango a term for Midsummer's dances (8).
20. These of your can should be watertight if the sea is not to leak out (5).
21. This is some fish, no kidding (5).
22. Fish sauce (3).
23. Fish eggs (6).

Monthly reports from Secretaries of aquarists' societies for inclusion on this page should reach the Editor by the 5th of the month preceding the month of publication.

The next meeting of the Swissebridge and District A.S. was held on Tuesday 24th October. The Long Live the Queen programme featured a display of British fish by Mr. R. Collins (Osnabrück). The annual dinner will be held on the 26th November.

The final table show was held to decide the winner of the Elton Trophy. The results were as follows: 1. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 2. B. Williams (Hamburg); 3. J. C. Cook (Blackpool); 4. J. Boggs (Barberton); 5. J. R. Smith (Shanghai). The trophy was presented by Mr. H. Williams (Osnabrück).

The annual Open Show of the Osnabrück A.S. was held recently with 36 entries which included many new varieties. The entries were as follows: 1. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 2. B. Williams (Hamburg); 3. J. C. Cook (Blackpool); 4. J. Boggs (Barberton); 5. J. R. Smith (Shanghai).

The results of the 1963 Aquarian Society of London and Pekin Fishers Ltd. Open Show were as follows: 1. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 2. L. Watson (Middlesbrough); 3. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 4. J. Boggs (Barberton); 5. J. R. Smith (Shanghai). The Society's new trophy was presented by Mr. H. Williams (Osnabrück).

The Royal Championship Fish Tank was held recently and included many new varieties. The results were as follows: 1. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 2. B. Williams (Hamburg); 3. J. C. Cook (Blackpool); 4. J. Boggs (Barberton); 5. J. R. Smith (Shanghai).

The results of the 1963 British and Irish A.S. Annual Championship Fish Tank were as follows: 1. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 2. B. Williams (Hamburg); 3. J. C. Cook (Blackpool); 4. J. Boggs (Barberton); 5. J. R. Smith (Shanghai). The Society's new trophy was presented by Mr. H. Williams (Osnabrück).

The results of the 1963 British and Irish A.S. Annual Championship Fish Tank were as follows: 1. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 2. B. Williams (Hamburg); 3. J. C. Cook (Blackpool); 4. J. Boggs (Barberton); 5. J. R. Smith (Shanghai). The Society's new trophy was presented by Mr. H. Williams (Osnabrück).

A special meeting of the British and Irish A.S. was held recently to decide the winners of the Society's new trophy. The results were as follows: 1. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 2. B. Williams (Hamburg); 3. J. C. Cook (Blackpool); 4. J. Boggs (Barberton); 5. J. R. Smith (Shanghai). The Society's new trophy was presented by Mr. H. Williams (Osnabrück).

The results of the 1963 British and Irish A.S. Annual Championship Fish Tank were as follows: 1. R. Collins (Osnabrück); 2. B. Williams (Hamburg); 3. J. C. Cook (Blackpool); 4. J. Boggs (Barberton); 5. J. R. Smith (Shanghai). The Society's new trophy was presented by Mr. H. Williams (Osnabrück).
THE first meeting of the new season of the Fish Club was held recently.
A table show of charisms entered a few entries and the judging was
and Miss H. B. Rees (Swiss fish). The judge was Mr. S. A. Mackenzie.

SPECIMENS of deep-sea branching corals
drawn from the Rees of Bacy for the research vessel. These corals have added a splash of colour to the
eau art Societies of the Marine Biological Association's laboratory at Plymouth Hoe.

A pet show was held at the Zoological Society of London. This is the only one to be seen in this country in an
aquarium.

FEDERATION OF SCOTTISH AQUARIUM SOCIETIES
A HUNDRED aquariums attended the 54th meeting of the Federation of Scottish Aquarist Societies which was held in September.

During the morning session demonstrations were given by J. C. Macnab, Kirkaddie A.S.; (The Care of Live Plants) and David Macleod, Kirkaddie A.S. (Tidtting the pH and Water Hardness).

In the afternoon session short talks were given by J. W. Whyte, Edinburgh A.S.; David Hirst, Edinburgh A.S.; John Macleod, Colinton A.S. (Feeding Seaweed) and William Cockburn, Dundee A.S. (Soil from Under the Angelp). While Robert Gold, East of Fife A.S. gave a display of fish.

At the A.G.M., the following Office-bearers were re-elected: President, Peter N. Green, Dundee A.S.; Vice-President, Miss C. M. Kerr, Edinburgh A.S.; Hon. Secretary, Alexander Cross, Dundee A.S.; Hon. Treasurer, George R. Kirkland, Dundee A.S.; Hon. Publicity Officer, Hugh Leslie, Edinburgh A.S.; Hon. News Editor, Peter N. Green, Dundee A.S.


Any person interested in fishkeeping would do well to attend the Secretary, Mr. G. R. Wood, I. Horonndene, Kirkcaldie.

MEMBERS and guests of the Workcup Aquarium and Zoological Society had a very
careful tour of the new aquariums in September, when Mr.

On the 16th November the Society will hold its first Annual Exhibition of Tropial and Freshwater Fish. The Exhibition will be held at the St. John's Ambulance Rooms, Workcup, and it is hoped to include novices, a penguim, tropical birds and tanks of tropical fish. Any society wishing to visit the Exhibition can obtain further information from Mr. Albert M. Drake, Hon. Secretary, 140c Road, Workcup, Nova.

Crossword Solution
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BRITISH AQUARIST’S FESTIVAL 1960
22nd and 23rd OCTOBER
BELLE VUE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, MANCHESTER

26 Classes covering Tropical, Coldwater and Aquascapes

Two additional features at this year’s Exhibition which should not be missed are a lecture by
Dr. Gwynn. Vever, curator of the London Zoo Aquarium, and a Slide Show from America's
Steinhart Aquarium, to be presented by the Hendon & District A.S. Both these events will
take place on Sunday afternoon, the 23rd October.

SHOW OPENS 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. (7 p.m. Sunday) Admission to the Festival
including also Belle Vue Zoo and Amusement Park 2/- (children half price)
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"PLEASURE"

THE UP-TO-DATE

ALL-BRITISH FOOD

Enjoyed by all aquarium fishes

"PLEASURE" is manufactured by a special process in which the finely divided ingredients are mixed and converted into granules. Low temperatures are used throughout to preserve the maximum nutritional value of the food.

The formula has a high protein content but contains adequate vegetable matter and vitamins to meet the requirements of aquarium fish. The granules are made to float initially, thus being suitable for both top and bottom feeders.

Packed in handy plastic drums price 1s. 9d.

YOUR FISH WILL THRIVE ON PLEASURE

---

You can also use with confidence

"LIQUIFRY" The first food (in liquid form) for baby fishes.

No. 1 (red tube) for Egglayer Fry produces natural infusoria in the minimum possible time.

No. 2 (green tube) ideal for young livebearers.

Price 2s. 6d. per tube

"LIQUITOX" The proven specific treatment for FUNGUS and FINROT.

Colourless — effective — does not harm the plants.

Standard size 1s. 9d. per carton of 2 capsules.

 Breeders pack 6s. 9d. for 12 capsules.

Each capsule will treat 4 gallons of aquarium water.

LIQUIFRY QUALITY PRODUCTS are available through your dealer or post free from

THE LIQUIFRY COMPANY LTD., CHURCH STREET, DORKING, SURREY

THE AQUARIST
IT'S WARDLEY TIME!!

The range of fish foods that was well worth waiting for! America's leading brand of quality aquatic foods now available in Britain! Not just one food but a whole range to give your fish a variety as they would get in nature! (More in fact). Experts agree that fish need a variety of foods, now, for the very first time that variety is yours for the asking. Here are just a few of the foods!
- Supremix Conditioner
- Vitafood
- Hi-Glow Colour Food
- Mollyfear
- Garpsfare
- Salmon Eggs
- Liver Meal
- Fish Meal
- Crab Meal
- Wheat Germ Flakes
- Fryfare, etc.

Sizes available from 4oz. to 2oz.

All at competitive prices, Fine, Medium, and Coarse packs.

Look for the bright Yellow, Black and Red Wardley packs in every good pet store and remember that the analysis of contents is on every Wardley packet so you know what you're buying.

FEED WARDLEY'S AND WATCH YOUR FISH THRIVE, GROW, AND BREED!

The food that was well worth waiting for!
The foods your fish would choose!
For people who care... by people who care!

Introduced to and distributed in the U.K. by

T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS (London) LTD.

USE "CORAL" AS YOUR BASIC FOOD

For TROPICAL COLDWATER FISH
A STAPLE DIET. The best fish dish for all tropicals.

PLEASE FEED SPARINGLY
Once per day only.
The safe and economical diet.

Keep Them Healthy on Coral

It is a BALANCED PROTEIN DIET, not just a cereal filler.

From dealers in 6d., 1/-, 2/- drums.
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**THE FOOD IN THE PLASTIC BOX**
- A perfectly balanced diet for tropical and coldwater fish
- Contains protein, carbohydrates, fats, mineral salts, vegetable matter, and vitamins
- Will not foul the water

**McLynn's**
- Made by D. Munbery of McLynn's Aquarium Ewhurst, Surrey
- Author of "All About Tropical Fish"
- Unsolicited testimonial from Mr. B. Abrahams, Bedford, A.S.
  "For the past 14 years I have used McLynn's fish food and have won in open shows throughout the country over 200 awards including 8 cups, 50 plaques and trophies"
- Obtainable from all good pet shops or direct from us

**McLynn's Aquatic Foods**
Dorking, Surrey

---

**Brosiam**

"FryGrain"
For when fry have reached the freeswimming stage and are able to consume small live food and dried food, "Brosiam," the leading makers of fish food have produced "Fry Grain." It is the ideal medium for raising young fish and ensuring their rapid growth and strong development.

The original fry food and still the best 1/6 per tube

---

**Brosiam**

“Pond Food”
For all kinds of coarse fish
This food contains all the necessary feeding stuffs to keep your fish in tip-top condition
1/6 per carton

Available from your stockists—no direct sales.

---

**Brosiam**

“Fertiliser”
In tablet form for aquarium plants contains no chemicals nature's own vegetable fertiliser, cannot harm your fish and will not colour the water.
Amazing results can be obtained from the regular use of the tablets
1/6 per tube

---

Trade Enquiries to:

Brosiam Ltd.
London, N.W.3
AMERICA! storms England with a new range of Plastic Filters
made by GRO-WEL FISH-ADE Co. Inc., U.S.A.
Outside filters—"Slim Jim" 17/6
Outside filters—"Klear King" 22/6
also 5-Way Convertible Tank Trap 28/6

A NEW CONVIVIUM OF WEST AFRICAN RARE FISHES
NOW IN

- Neotensinae rubroflavus 20
- E. polypontii 17/6
- Aphyurus argenteus 20
- melas 15
- Strumentia 17/6

See our large selection of Sea Goldfish from 1" to 12"
Shorthorns from 1/2 to 12"
Large Black Moses 6" & 11" only. Also
Comets, Fantails, Pond Fish, Water Lilies, etc.

THERMOSTATS
Proctor, Combe External 23
Combe New External Types 21
Osco-Adi. 18
Hockley "Popule" 18
"Popule" with green indicator 28/6
"En-Ea" Sensitised 28/6

AERATORS
Zoetkoel "Twin" 75
Zoetcoel 60
Montrose Manor 24
Montrose Manor "Book" 27/6
Proctor 15

PYTHON PUMPS
Hydratech 130
Hydro-Kin 130
Hydro-Kin 150
Hydro-Kin 175

Thermometers
Mercury 4" 4/8
Blue Glass 4" 4/8
Mercury 8" 15/8
Dumpy 4" 15/8

Sandblasts
T. Flores 9d
Clamps 1"
Aerator 15/8
Tubing 8d. yd.
Siphons 1/8 yd.
Glass 1/8"
Filter Carbon 2"

TROPICALS
Large Neon, 6 for £1; 3/8 each

RARE FISHES
Parchat Dory 5/6
Linuma 5/6
Kaldie Fish 2"
9/6 & 2/6
Glenmorangie 6/6
Glenmorangie 2"
Malayan Angels 10/6
Hatchers 7/6
Baranella 7/6
Flying Fox 20
Oscar 15/6
Weather Loach 6/6
Blackbars 7/6
West African Gobies 7/6
Finnich 8/6
Blind Card Fish 6/6

Our minimum order for fish is £5. a charge of 10d. is made for same day carriage. Carriage charges, by fast passenger train and telegram stating time of arrival.

REPTILES
Baby Alligators 30
Wall Lizards 11/6
Green Tree Lizards 6/6
Green Frogs 6/6
American Terrapins 7/6

STANDARD AQUARIUMS
(Height Gauge) (Angle Glass)
12 x 6" x 6" 10/6
14 x 8" x 8" 15/6
16 x 10" x 10" 25/6
18 x 12" x 12" 35/6
20 x 14" x 14" 45/6
24 x 16" x 16" 55/6
28 x 18" x 18" 65/6

COVERS
12 x 12" 14/6
14 x 14" 18/6
16 x 16" 22/6
18 x 18" 26/6
20 x 20" 30/6
24 x 24" 34/6
28 x 28" 38/6
32 x 32" 42/6

CONTINENTAL FRONTS
Red and Cream Stripes
7/6
14" 18/6
36" 15/6

PLANTS
Begonia 6d. each 2½ doz.
Betta 1/6
Betta 2/6
Betta 3/6
Betta 5/6
Betta 6/6
Betta 9/6
Betta 12/6
Betta 15/6
Betta 18/6

HEATERS 25w to 100w
Central 7/6
Tubular 7/6
"En-Ea" 18/6

Add 1" up to 10; 1½ up to 20; 2" up to 40; 3" up to £5: over £5. Carriage at cost on Aquarium Stands and Tanks.

THE CENTRAL AQUARIUM
Situated on the A41 Route 6 miles North of London opposite Hendon Central Station (Underground)
391 HENDON WAY, HENDON CENTRAL, N.W.4 Phone: HEN 9700
OPEN 8.00 a.m.—7.00 p.m. Emergency Phone: HEN 6285
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... but the better aquariums are glazed with

ARBOLITE Q.S.
Aquarium Glazing Compound

This versatile, watertight compound is now available in a range of pleasant shades-grey, cream, red, green and blue.

Packed in 1 lb; 2 lb; 4 lb; 7 lb and 14 lb tins and in ½ cwt., ½ cwt. and 1 cwt. kegs.

ADSHEAD RATCLIFFE & CO. LTD.
BELPER - DERBY - Tel: Belper 091/2/3

---

YOU ARE INVITED TO SEE AN

EXHIBITION
OF TROPICAL FISH
IN OUR NEW M & R. AQUARIUM

* Our Fish House is so designed that the novice and the connoisseur see the fish at their best.

* We have on show a very large variety of the most beautiful specimens of the silent world under the most up to date conditions.

* We specialize in installing and maintaining display tanks.

M. & R.
PET SHOP—466 PAISLEY ROAD WEST
GLASGOW, S.W.1

Telephone: ERran 3613
Open Sundays 11 a.m.—2 p.m.

---

I've Got Millions!

WORMS! FOODS! COMPOSTS! RESULTS!

EUGLENA - 2½g—With 8 page instruction booklet
MICRO-WORMS - 2½g—Complete with feeding powder
MICRO-FOODS - 2½g—Specialised developed for Micro food
GRINDAL WORMS - 2½g—Grindal W. Worms Easy to breed
GRINDAL FOOD - 2½g—Mixtures contain vegetables
GRINDAL COMPOST - 2½g—Stimulates rapid growth
WHITE WORMS - 2½g—Stimulates rapid growth
WHITE WORM FOOD - 2½g—Composed for quicker breeding
WHITE WORM COMPOST - 2½g—Composed for quicker breeding

Breeders' pack: five times 2½g quantity for 7½
Ask your dealer, or free delivery from:
E. ARNOLD, 80, MOREGA ROAD, LONDON, E.7.

---

"MOLLIFUD"
The Aristocrat of Fish Food

Most dealers now have MOLLIFUD, so look for the name MOLLIFUD and don't accept a "just as good," there is no substitute for MOLLIFUD.

In case of difficulty send to me, price 2½ ozs. 6d. BREEDER'S PACK 4 times the quantity 4½ ozs. post free, Fry Food 2½ ozs. post 6d.

W. HUTCHINSON,
BANKHEAD TROPICAL FISHERIES, SEAHAM,
Co. DURHAM.
LETTY KREMNER
OFFERS PLANTS AT THEIR BEST!
Now in stock: Dwarf Japanese Rush (Acorus
pulirra) 1/6  Elodea densa 3d. each

Vallisneria
Egg. setosa
Ludwigia
Hygrophila
Myriophyllum
Bacopa
Box and pots 1/1

Also in stock
"Slim Jon" "Klear King" 3-Way trap etc. American
polystyrene products. Windmill x Hyxro filters etc.
Worth a visit to save cash on all Tropical Fish
SEE US AT THE BRITISH AQUARIUM
FESTIVAL AT BELLE Vue

34 CHEETHAM HILL ROAD
MANCHESTER 4 BLA 2163

Glaze your own aquarium with
AQUARIUM GLASTICON

‘303’

Shubunkins & Shredders
After a successful breeding season I can offer fero-class
Shubunkins. My fish have won First Prize at Bristol,
Manchester & Birmingham, including Best Fish in Show. I have
hundreds from which to select, many of which are show fish.
Please state requirements S.A.E. or expect for appointment.
The Shredders have again been invaluable in rearing the young
fish, but as every aquarist should know, Shredded Meat
sauer, without question, the first balanced food for fish.
The Shredders, 15/-, Super Shredders, 18/- and the
Course Tooth Shredders, 22/-, all post paid.

Aquatice Developments,
143-145, Bure Lane, Christchurch, Hants.

HACKNEY AQUARIAR SHOW
Saturday, 26th November
KING'S HALL, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, E.5.
In association with the Essex, North & East
London Aquarists Association
23 Open Classes — F.B.A.S. Judges
Entries close—20th October
Schedule from:
AQUARIAR SECTION,
Baths and Civic Recreation Department,
39, Lower Clapton Road, Hackney, E.5.
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AQUARIUM GLASTICON ‘303’ is an
extremely efficient and economical sealer and
remains in its original condition for many years.

- GLAZES AND SEALS EFFICIENTLY
- RESISTS SHOCK AND WATER PRESSURE
- REMAINS PLASTIC
- STAYS WATERTIGHT LONGER
- SOFT AND STIFF CONSISTENCIES *

* Soft Aquarium Glastic should be used for small tanks and
for large tanks with a frame facing of over 1½ ins. (the wider the
frames facing, the less the pressure per square inch on the sealer).

GLASTICON costs 5/- for a 1 lb. tin
Bulk prices on application

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING LTD., VOGUE HOUSE,
HANOVER SQUARE, LONDON, W.I. TEL: HYDE PARK 1411 (7 LIMM)
BUYERS’ GUIDE

The firms listed are wholesalers or retailers or both in fishes, tanks, plants, appliances and accessories, reptiles and amphibia. Abbreviations: W.—Wholesale only. R.—Retail only. WR.—Wholesale and Retail. C.—Coldwater. T.—Tropical. P.—Plants. AA.—Appliances and accessories. R. & A.—Reptiles and Amphibia.

E.C.D.—Early closing day.

BERKSHIRE

The Reading Aquarium
64, King’s Road, Reading
Telephone: Reading 53632
E.C.D. Wednesday. R. C.T.P.A.A.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Brown, K. G.
100, Amersham Road,
High Wycombe
Tel: 1573
R. C.T.P.A.A.

CHESHIRE

Gusby, J., F.R.H.S.
“The Glen” Fisheries, Mobberley, Nr. Knutsford
Tel.: Mobberley 3272
W. C.T.P.A.A.R. & A.

Robert Jackson (Naturalists) Ltd.
Holly Bank Nurseries, Grove Lane, Hale
Telephone: Ringway 5301
WR. C.T.P.A.A.R. & A.

DURHAM

Metcalf, G. R.
2, High Northgate
(On main A.1 road) Darlington
Telephone: Darlington 5991

ESSEX

Goodmayes Aquarium
Shadwell Parade, High Road, Chadwell Heath
Telephone: Goodmayes 2594
E.C.D. Thursday. R. C.T.P.A.A.

The Hamlet Aquarium
14, St. Helen’s Road (off Hamlet Court Road),
Westcliff-on-Sea
Telephone: Southend 44724
E.C.D. Wednesday. WR. C.T.P.A.A.

HAMPSHIRE

Arundel Aviaries & Fisheries
211/213, Arundel Street, Portsmouth

Wingate Zoological Supplies
46, Jewry Street, Winchester
Telephone: Winchester 2406

HERTFORDSHIRE

Cline, L. & Sons
Water End, Hemsley Hemsted
Telephone: Water End 44
E.C.D. Saturday. W. C.P.R.A.

Wat-Pet Stores
66-68, London Road, St. Albans
Telephone: St. Albans 5549-55507
E.C.D. Thursday. WR. C.T.P.A.A.

KENT

Aquatic Suppliers
1, Castle Street, Tunbridge Wells
Telephone: Tunbridge Wells 291
E.C.D. Wednesday. WR. C.T.P.A.A.

Kingfisher Aquarium
138, Croydon Road, Beckenham
Telephone: Beckenham 3716
E.C.D. Wednesday (all day). W./P. R. C.T.P.A.A.

Sherwood Pet Stores
(Proprietors, Fairhairs Aquarium, Ltd.),
252, Sherwood Park Avenue, Siddip Remarks: Hayley Heath 7217

LANCASHER

Hornby’s
Trafford Bar, Old Trafford,
Manchester, 16
Telephone: Trafford Park 2989

Lettie Kremmer
34, Chesham Hill Road,
Manchester, 4
Telephone: Bla 2163

Liverpool Aquarium Company
23, Sir Thomas Street, Whitechapel, Liverpool, 1
Telephone: Central 4891

“Stanley’s”
110-112, Shakespeare Street, Southport
Telephone: Southport 5369
E.C.D. Tuesday. R. C.T.P.A.A.

LONDON (Central)

St. Martin’s Kennels, Aviaries and Aquarium
49, Monmouth Street,
Upper St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.2
Telephone: Temple Bar 4532

LONDON (North)

The Aquarium
41, Commerce Road,
Wood Green, N.22
Telephone: Bowes Park 8786
E.C.D. Thursday. R. T.P.A.A.

Philip Castance Ltd.
91, Haverington Hill,
Hampstead, N.W.3
Telephone: Primrose 1842 and 9452

Paramount Aquarium
93, Haverington Hill,
Hampstead, N.W.3
Telephone: Primrose 1842 and 9452

LONDON (South)

Fairbairns Aquarium, Ltd.
15, Well Hall Parade, Etham, S.E.9
Telephone: Etham 8589

The Jaycay Organisation
(James North (London Ltd.).)
310, Lee High Road, Lewisham, S.E.13
Telephone: Lee Green 3577
E.C.D. Thursday. WR. C.T.P.A.A.

Johnson’s Aquarium
223, Longley Road,
Tooting Junction, S.W.17
Telephone: Balham 6742
E.C.D. Wednesday (all day). WR. C.T.P.A.A.
South Western Aquarists
2, Glenburnie Road, Trinity Road,
Upper Tooting, S.W.17
Telephone: Balham 7334
E.C.D. Wednesday, WR. C.T.P.A.A. R. & A.
Tachbrook Tropicales
244, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria, S.W.1
Telephone: Victoria 5179
(Open all week except Sunday), WR. C.T.P.A.A. R. & A.

LONDON (West)
Owen Reid’s Aquarium Dept.
12, Spring Bridge Road, Ealing Broadway, W.5
Telephone: Ealing 3259
E.C.D. Wednesday, WR. C.T.P.A.A. R. & A.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
The Pet Shop
120, Kettering Road, Northampton
Telephone: Northampton 841
E.C.D. Thursday, R.C.T.P.A.A.

NOTTINGHAM
Taylor, H.
201, Deneham Street, Radford, Nottingham
E.C.D. Thursday, R. T.P.A.

OXFORDSHIRE
Headington Pets Supplies
90a, London Road, Headington, Oxford
Telephone: Oxford 61706 and 56673

STAFFORDSHIRE
Walsall & Wolverhampton Aquatics
47, Oxford Street, Bilston
46, Stafford Street, Walsall and
147, Horsley Fields, Wolverhampton
Telephone: Bilston 42604, Walsall 21783 and
Wolverhampton 24147

SURREY
Thameside Tropicales and The Pet Shop
Brassey House, New Zealand Avenue
Walton-on-Thames
Telephone: Walton 24076 WR. C.T.P.A.A. R. & A.

SUSSEX
The Hastings Pet Shop
53, High Street, Hastings

PRESTON AQUARIUM
44, Overcroft Road, Brighton
Telephone: Brighton 29620
(Open all week), R. C.T.P.A.A.

WARWICKSHIRE
The Coventry Aquarist (Prop. W. Dymond)
43, Melbourne Road, Earlsdon, Coventry
Telephone: Coventry 72772
E.C.D. Thursday, R. C.T.P.A.A.

WORCESTERSHIRE
The City Aquarist, Bird and Pet Supplies
(Proprietor: Mrs. M. Hemmings)
34, Friar Street (opposite Union Street), Worcester
Telephone: Worcester 2005

YORKSHIRE
The Corner Shop (Prop. J. Wilde)
52b, Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, 1
Telephone: Sheffield 54172

SCOTLAND
Aquarists’ rendezvous
164, Albert Drive, Pollokshields, Glasgow, S1
Telephone: South 4258
E.C.D. All day Thursday, WR. C.T.P.A.A.
Forbes, James L.
176, Blackness Road, Dundee, Co. Angus
Telephone: Dundee 68398
E.C.D. Wednesday, R. C.T.P.A.A.

NORTHERN IRELAND
Ulster Aquatics
15, Montgomery Street, Belfast
Telephone: Belfast 27144
E.C.D. Wednesday, WR. C.T.P.A.A. R. & A.

Author of Exotic Fishkeeping
MARMILL’S AQUARIAS
26 Waltham Lane, Buckhurst Hill, Essex
Telephone: BUC 4708
OPEN WEEKEND ALL DAY
All my fish come from overseas! Most of them are the best value on offer. 150 varieties 16c. Half gallon 54c. Mixed males. 5-8 oz. Male and Female H1c. The only certain way to produce Infusoria. 10c. for 50. S.A.E. for 100. Wholesale supplies. Over 200 tanks on view. Breeding pairs of fish available to callers only. Central Line Tube to Buckhurst Hill, or Basildon. Be the first.

The finest show in the country
We have been breeding fish since 1950

NOW IN STOCK

“Livebearers” 1/6 (post free 1/8)

“A Simple Pond for the Amateur” 1/6 (post free 1/8)

“The Guppy” 2/6 (post free 2/10)

“Keeping Reptiles and Amphibia” 2/6 (post free 2/10)

“Coldwater Fishkeeping” 2/6 (post free 2/10)

“Exotic Egg-Laying Fishes” 2/6 (post free 2/10)

“Fish Foods and Feeding” 4/6 (post free 4/11)

Obtainable from:

“The Aquarist”
The Butts, Half Acre, Brentford, Middlesex
OR FROM ALL THE LEADING PET STORES
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IF your fish die —
give them an honourable
funeral —
then come to
TACHBROOK TROPICALS
244 Vauxhall Bridge Road.
VIC 5179
for Something really worthwhile!

Our full Catalogue on application, 3d. postage stamp.
Tropical Fishes in wonderful variety
At 2/6

- Widows, Flames, Beacons, Bloodlins, Primelin, Neons,
  Tiger barbs, Cherry barbs, Nager barbs, Checker barbs,
  Barbus semimaculatus, Zebras, Scissortails, White clouds, Blue and
  Green fighters (unsexed), Red platy, Moon platy, Black platy, Red
  swordtails, Angelfish, Blue gourami, Dwarf gourami, Thiklip gourami,
  Australian rainbows, Swordtail characins, Kuhli loach, Harlequins,
  Golden barbs, Spotted danio, Pearl danio, Giant danio, Black molly,
  Jordanella, Lace guppy, Paradise fish, Glosifigates. All the above
  well-grown fishes.

5/- Specials
- Large rosy tetras, Lyretails, Apistogramma Ramirezi.
- Good freemoults, Hatchet fishes, Copains amoldi.
- Golden dwarf tetras, Nannostomus marguienai, Veiltail Angels, Giant
  Gouramis, White Paradise, Black Paradise, Barbus heresia.

Sexed pairs of interesting species
- Thicklips 12/6 pair, Lyretails 10/- pair, A.
  Bristilum 15/- pair, Paradise fishes 10/- pair,
  Botia lochica 50/- pair, Phacoengrammus interruptus 75/- pair,
  A. spodophyde 20/- pair, Apl. Karlengia 21/- pair, Red Veiltail Guppy
  60/- pair, Dostochilus Seidenstickeri 75/- pair, Panchax pfeiferi 15-
  pair, Apl. Callionymus ab1 17/6 pair.

Special high grade fishes
- Large Black Angels 12/6 each, Phacoengrammus interruptus 17/6 each,
  New African Whiptail Catfish 10/- each, Clown Loach 15/- each, Red-tailed
  black sharks 30/- each, Mylosoma Aureum 37/6 each, Ghost Fishes (Java Glass Cats)
  25/- each, New Hypheasuboryn Species 10/- each, Golden Corydoras
  Palestus 10/- each.

MANY OTHER INTERESTING FISHES FOR CALLERS

Shirley Special this month

Plants! (until Xmas only)

- Giant Vallisneria 2/6 each, 5 for 10/-
- New Marbled Vallisneria 2/6 each, 5 for 10/-
- Spatterdoors 3/6 each, 4 for 10/-
- Ambulia 1/- each, 10/- dozen
- Calamboa 1/3 each, 10/- 6 dozen
- Pistia (Water Lettuce) 1/6 each, 10/- dozen
- Eichornia (Water Hyacinths) 2/6 each, 6 for 10/-

Fishes

- FOR POND
  6" Golden Orfe 10/- each, 12 for £5
  Bright Golden Comet-tailed Goldfish 5/- each, 12 for 50/-
  Small Golden Orfe 2/- each, 20/- dozen, £6-10 per 100

Aquarium Plants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acroporinum maculatum</td>
<td>1/6 each, 10/- dozen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogonogon bradyi</td>
<td>2/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apogonogon nigroguttatus</td>
<td>2/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aulonocara sp.</td>
<td>3/- each, 20/- dozen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteroides sp.</td>
<td>2/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Ice</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Ice</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Ice</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corals</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfish</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Ice</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Peacock</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlequin</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewel</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koi</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebistes</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longfin</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medaka</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacock</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetra</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>1/- each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AND MANY OTHER SPECIES

See our list

SHIRLEY SPECIAL PLANT PARCELS

- 50 plants in variety 10/-
- 50 plants including unusual species 30/-
- Please add 1/6 post & packing

Over 120 plants illustrated in our book

A MANUAL OF AQUARIUM PLANTS

7/6 post paid